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Executive Summary 
Scientific computing and computational analysis are becoming integral aspects of virtually any 
field of science. Efforts of many research laboratories to produce scientific code frequently 
become unsustainable after the lifetime of funding or staff rotations. The GenApp project hopes 
to reduce the costs of developing and maintaining scientific code by enabling the rapid 
dissemination of scientific applications to researchers with minimal software expertise. As 
GenApp's use becomes more widespread, the benefit to the community's scientific coding 
increases but so does the impact of any potential security flaw in the tool.  
 
The focus of this engagement was to perform a security review of the GenApp codebase and the 
various web apps generated by GenApp, as well as to evaluate the technologies and architectures 
utilized by the GenApp development framework. To do this, Trusted CI worked with the GenApp 
team to create architectural diagrams, ran automated tools to analyze GenApp systems, and 
manually inspected key components of source code for vulnerabilities. 
 
Findings include the need for more systematic sanitization of user input, keeping libraries up to 
date, and recommendations for secure settings of web services of GenApp-generated 
applications. 
 
1 Overview 
1.1 Introduction 
 
This document describes the Trusted CI - GenApp engagement which occurred January 2018 to 
June 2018. The goals of the engagement were to evaluate the technology and architecture of the 
GenApp framework, perform a high-level security review of the GenApp software, and provide 
recommendations for improvement of the GenApp codebase and generated web portals. 
 
The document is organized by tasks as they occurred chronologically, beginning with determining 
the scope of the engagement and ending with appendices of the results of the various 
tests/analyses of the code and the resulting recommendations for remediation of issues. 
 
This report was presented to GenApp staff in June 2018 with the intent to make the report 
available to the public after GenApp staff had sufficient time (approximately six months) to 
review and address any security issues. Trusted CI staff contacted GenApp staff in 2019 to confirm 
that security concerns were addressed before publication of this report. 
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1.2 Background 
 
GenApp8 is a tool for rapidly generating science gateways. The goal of GenApp is to provide a 
graphical front end and associated server back end for a command line scientific application. This 
is accomplished by creating JSON configuration files which specify input and output parameters 
for the scientific application, as well as parameters for the GUI elements of the resulting graphical 
front end. The most used GenApp-generated science gateway (SASSIE-web), which is focused on 
the small-angle scattering field, had over 500 registered users and 16K jobs submitted through 
the gateway in 2017.  
 
 
Figure 1. SASSIE-web9 Web Portal 
 
GenApp-generated gateways are running on dedicated local resources as well as cloud resources, 
primarily NSF Jetstream at this time, but such functionality has also been tested on AWS. Any 
vulnerabilities present in GenApp may lead to vulnerabilities in the generated gateway 
applications, so it is imperative to address any security issues which may be in the GenApp 
framework, to protect the integrity of the gateway applications and the computing platforms 
they use. 
                                                      
8 https://genapp.rocks  
9 https://sassie-web.chem.utk.edu/sassie2/  
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1.3 Methodology 
 
The GenApp program can generate graphical front ends for both the web (HTML5) and desktop 
(Java and Qt). We chose to focus on the web front ends for two reasons: (1) the majority of the 
GenApp-generated front ends to date have been web-based and (2) the desktop-based 
applications are targeted at a single end user, whereas the web-based front ends are inherently 
multi-user and exposed to the network. 
 
We then chose to examine the existing GenApp documentation, not only to learn more about 
what GenApp actually is, but also to look for potential omissions or errors that might hinder 
adoption by new users and developers of GenApp. During this process, Trusted CI staff had 
questions about the overall architecture and program execution of GenApp applications, which 
led to the creation of the system architecture diagrams. These diagrams illustrate the interactions 
between client and server and which parts of the data flow might occur over the network. 
 
Our next step was to use a selection of software scanning utilities to analyze both the current set 
of GenApp-generated web portals as well as the GenApp codebase. The output of these tools 
identified potential vulnerabilities. For these potential issues, Trusted CI staff provided 
recommended remediations, and also used the vulnerabilities to drive the selection of the next 
scanning activity. Ultimately, the scanning tools flagged potential issues in several PHP files, 
which prompted a review of the PHP code by hand. 
 
2 Engagement Process 
2.1 Determine Engagement Scope 
 
Emre Brookes applied for a Trusted CI (formerly CTSC) engagement for the GenApp project in 
October 2017. He expressed an interest in developing a cybersecurity program for the software 
project, evaluating the architecture of GenApp with expectation of recommendations for 
improvement, and an overall code review of the GenApp codebase.  
 
While Trusted CI has assisted several projects with the development of cybersecurity programs, 
these engagements were typically facilities with a focus on hardware rather than software. A 
cybersecurity program focused on software is quite different from one focused on networking 
and hardware based at a facility. Trusted CI staff felt that a fully documented cybersecurity 
program for the GenApp project might consume all available time and resources of the 
engagement.  
 
Emre decided that evaluation of the GenApp architecture and codebase would prove more 
valuable in the time allotted, so that became the focus of the engagement. Trusted CI encourages 
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GenApp to apply for another engagement in the future to address creating a cybersecurity 
program for the project. 
 
2.2 Review GenApp Wiki Documentation 
 
GenApp documentation is available at https://genapp.rocks/wiki , a wiki powered by Trac10, an 
open-source wiki and issue tracking system. Our first task was to inspect the wiki site and 
available user documentation for any omissions or issues. We first suggested to redirect http to 
https for a better user experience since some browsers will (eventually) complain about plain 
http. Then we used Qualys SSL Labs SSL Server Test11 to check the quality of the https 
configuration of the wiki. The result was a "B" grade. Since Emre has administrative access to the 
server hosting the wiki, we suggested a few configuration tweaks and the use of the Mozilla SSL 
Configuration Generator12 to better secure the web server. After reconfiguration and re-
evaluation by the SSL Server Test, the wiki website scored an "A+".  
 
We then reviewed the documentation on the wiki for any potential omissions or errors. The 
results of this review can be found in Appendix A. GenApp staff addressed these issues on the 
wiki. Additionally, the wiki was reformatted to make the end user experience more directed by 
providing overt links to "Get", "Learn", and "Join".  
 
2.3 Review the Online Tutorial 
 
The wiki provides a tutorial13 for installing a demo instance of a basic GenApp-generated web 
application, as well as steps for modifying such an application. Installation instructions are 
available for both local VM and Jetstream. Trusted CI staff attempted both installation methods 
with eventual success.  
 
Once the online tutorial was completed, Trusted CI had demo GenApp instances which could be 
tested for vulnerabilities. 
 
  
                                                      
10 https://trac.edgewall.org  
11 https://www.ssllabs.com/ssltest/  
12 https://mozilla.github.io/server-side-tls/ssl-config-generator/  
13 https://genapp.rocks/wiki/wiki/online_tutorial  
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2.4 Architecture Diagrams 
 
Contemporaneously, work began on generating architecture diagrams of the various processes 
involved in a GenApp-generated application. Trusted CI staff gave GenApp staff an example 
template of an architecture diagram and worked collaboratively with generating a list of potential 
tasks necessitating architecture diagrams, including installing GenApp, creating a GenApp 
application, executing a GenApp application, and administering GenApp modules. Emphasis was 
placed on creating diagrams for steps during execution of a GenApp application as those may be 
most useful to users of GenApp-generated web applications.  
 
Work on the architecture diagrams continued throughout the rest of the engagement as GenApp 
staff learned the finer details involved in creating the diagrams. The resulting list of potential 
architecture diagrams and the completed diagrams can be found in Appendix F. 
 
The process of generating and creating these architecture diagrams not only resulted in a set of 
diagrams which can be displayed on the GenApp wiki, but also represented an exchange of 
knowledge as Trusted CI staff educated GenApp staff on how to create useful architecture 
diagrams. While this process was time-consuming, we feel that it was a worthwhile effort and 
would recommend it to other software projects with an established codebase. Note that these 
diagrams will need to be maintained and modified in case of a major system redesign of the 
GenApp codebase. 
 
2.5 Analyze GenApp SVN Code with SWAMP 
 
The Software Assurance Marketplace (SWAMP)14 allows for continuous assurance of software by 
providing a variety of software analysis tools for developers to run against their project code. 
Tools are available for C/C++, Java, Python, Ruby, and Web Scripting. We ran the source code 
available at the GenApp SVN repository15 against a selection of software analysis tools in SWAMP 
in an attempt to identify potential issues. GenApp uses Web Scripting languages (PHP and 
Javascript), so we relied on the Web Scripting tools provided by the SWAMP (CSS Lint, ESLint, 
Flow, HTML Tidy, JSHint, PHPMD, PHP_CodeSniffer, Retire.js, and XML Lint). 
 
                                                      
14 https://continuousassurance.org/mir-swamp/  
15 svn://svn.genapp.rocks/svn/base/genapp  
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Figure 2. SWAMP Assessment of GenApp HTML5 Library 
 
Among these tools, the most impact came from Retire.js16 which warned of outdated 
dependencies in the code directory that had known vulnerabilities. This led to updating the third-
party library JQuery17 as well as pointing out an issue with keeping up-to-date dependencies. 
 
                                                      
16 https://retirejs.github.io/retire.js/  
17 https://jquery.com/  
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Other tools such as Flow18 and ESLint19 proved less useful as they generated tens of thousands 
of lines of output, resulting in a glut of formation to sift through. PHP CodeSniffer was later used 
to analyze the PHP codebase as documented in Section 2.10. 
 
2.6 Scan GenApp Installed Test Website with OWASP ZAP 
 
OWASP Zed Attack Proxy (ZAP)20 is a free security utility which searches for security 
vulnerabilities in web applications. Using our test GenApp website installed in a local VM, we 
used OWASP ZAP to scan the website in an attempt to find potential issues with the example 
installation. 
 
To initiate the scan of the website, a manual crawl of the website was first performed. The log-in 
information was added to the configuration of the scans, which allowed for automated crawls 
and attacks to use the authenticated session to aid attacks. After providing this information to 
OWASP ZAP, a spider attack was performed to find possible attack vectors. Finally, an active scan 
was performed once all possible addresses were located. 
 
                                                      
18 https://flow.org/en/  
19 https://eslint.org/  
20 https://www.owasp.org/index.php/OWASP_Zed_Attack_Proxy_Project  
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Figure 3. OWASP ZAP Utility 
 
Among the issues discovered were potential remote file inclusion attacks, path traversal attacks, 
SQL injection attacks, and remote OS command injection attacks. In addition, directory listings 
were enabled by default, the X-Frame-Options header was not set, web browser XSS (cross site 
scripting) protections were not enabled, and the X-Content-Type-Options headers were missing.  
 
Directory browsing/indexing has since been disabled for the standard installation script, thus 
reducing the potential for other attacks. For a summary list of vulnerabilities discovered, refer to 
Appendix G or see the full output of the OWASP ZAP scan in Appendix I. For more information on 
running an OWASP ZAP scan, refer to Appendix H. 
 
2.7 Scan SASSIE-web on Jetstream with OWASP ZAP 
 
To scan SASSIE-web with OWASP ZAP, a Sunday was chosen in advance to reduce the impact on 
running services as well as to give advanced warning to security monitoring. During the assigned 
day, OWASP ZAP started with a crawl of the web directories. The magnitude of resulting pages 
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was far larger than previous tests and took approximately 5 hours to finish crawling through. 
Unfortunately, with the larger data set to test attacks against, OWASP ZAP was unable to finish 
more than 3 percent within the remaining hours before Monday, at which point tests had to stop 
to prevent disruption to end users. It was decided at this point to continue tests in sample 
environments hosted in JetStream rather than affect a live running website, due to time 
constraints for testing live websites. 
 
2.8 Dynamic Scans of NAMDrunner and SASSIE-web 
 
Scans of both NAMDrunner and SASSIE-web proceeded similarly to the previous scans of the 
standard install script. These websites were hosted on a Jetstream VM, which reduced 
constraints faced from scanning live systems. Crawls of the websites and subsequent active scans 
took longer than the test website, but nowhere near as long as the SASSIE-web scan attempts. 
OWASP ZAP produced similar results from NAMDrunner and SASSIE-web to the standard install 
script scans, minus the directory browsing issue. The resulting scans referred to possible exploits 
within key PHP scripts, e.g., sys_login.php and sys_pull.php, which were earmarked to be 
analyzed in further depth. 
 
The Qualys Enterprise Web Application Scanner21 was also used to scan NAMDrunner and SASSIE-
web. The scans discovered possible Apache web server vulnerabilities due to an outdated 
package version. Upon updating the server and rescanning, the possible vulnerabilities were 
reduced from 19 to 4. 
 
For a list of the vulnerabilities found during the various scans, refer to Appendix G. For the output 
of the NAMDrunner OWASP ZAP output, refer to Appendix J. For output of the SASSIE-web 
OWASP ZAP output, refer to Appendix K. For output of the SASSIE-web Qualys output before and 
after, refer to Appendix L and Appendix M respectively. 
 
2.9 Perl Static Code Analysis  
 
When generating a GenApp application, the majority of the work is performed by a set of Perl 
scripts. These Perl scripts read configuration information from customized JSON files and output 
an application for either web front end (HTML5) or desktop (Java and Qt).  
 
As Perl is a scripting language, it is difficult to analyze a Perl script without actually running it. 
However, there are a few methods for performing static code analysis of a Perl script. The first is 
simply using the '-c' and -'w' command line options of the 'perl' command. The '-c' option 
compiles a Perl script without running it, ensuring that the script contains no syntax errors. The 
                                                      
21 https://www.qualys.com/apps/web-app-scanning/  
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'-w' option turns on warnings to find potential issues with a script. At a minimum, these two 
options can check for problems which would prevent a Perl script from running. 
 
Another tool is perlcritic22, a command line front end to the Perl::Critic23 engine, a static code 
analysis system which attempts to identify error-prone constructs in a Perl script. Most of the 
policies checked by perlcritic are derived from Damian Conway's book Perl Best Practices24, but 
the checked policy set can be customized.  
 
We ran the GenApp Perl scripts through perlcritic, with execution parameters and results shown 
in Appendix E. Ultimately, the usefulness of scanning the GenApp Perl code is debatable since 
the issues found do not highlight potential security issues. Rather the results show potentially 
bad Perl coding practices which could be avoided. There were several thousands of lines of 
output, with 852 instances of Severity Level 4 or 5 (the highest), four policy types with Severity 
Level 5 and four policy types with Severity Level 4. We feel the time and effort needed to address 
these instances would not sufficiently benefit the project as the Perl code is used by a single user 
to generate an application. 
 
2.10 PHP Code Review 
 
When the Perl code generates a web front end, i.e., HTML5 is set as the target 'language', the 
resulting code is mostly PHP. As PHP is a scripted language, it is difficult to analyze a PHP script 
without actually running it. A tool such as OWASP ZAP is made for 'running' a web application 
and finding potential issues.  
 
However, there are a few static code analysis tools for PHP, such as PHP CodeSniffer. Similar to 
perlcritic, PHP CodeSniffer attempts to detect violations of a defined coding standard of PHP 
scripts. There is also an associated application PHP Code Beautifier which can automatically fix 
many issues detected by PHP CodeSniffer. Unfortunately, the defined coding standards for PHP25 
are less useful for finding security-related issues than the Perl Best Practices book.  
 
We ran the PHP library scripts used by GenApp to generate an HTML5-based web front end 
through PHP CodeSniffer and PHP Code Beautifier. While several thousand issues were found 
and 'fixed', this did not result in any significant change in the behavior of the PHP scripts. 
 
Ultimately, we decided to do a quick PHP code review. At the beginning of the engagement, we 
had decided that we did not want to perform a deep code review of GenApp as such a review 
would take all of the time allocated to the engagement. However, since the Trusted CI staff had 
                                                      
22 https://metacpan.org/pod/distribution/Perl-Critic/bin/perlcritic  
23 https://metacpan.org/pod/Perl::Critic  
24 http://shop.oreilly.com/product/9780596001735.do  
25 https://www.php-fig.org/psr/  
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some experience with PHP coding, we dedicated few days to reviewing PHP code. This began by 
noting each potential issue, line by line. After reviewing a few files, we noticed that common 
problems were repeated. So rather than list each line and file which may contain an issue, we 
generalized the issues in Appendix D. We feel that GenApp-generated web front end security 
could be improved by addressing these issues in the PHP code. The main issue found was 
sanitization and validation of user input, which is Number 1 on the OWASP Top 1026 list. 
 
3 Recommendations 
 
The following sections are high impact recommendations by Trusted CI to improve GenApp's 
overall security posture. This list is not comprehensive and is only based on observations made 
during the course of the engagement. Although all the recommendations can make some impact, 
they have been ordered by how much impact they would likely make if implemented based on 
Trusted CI's experience and observation. 
 
3.1 Data Sanitization 
 
The number one issue on the OWASP Top 10 List is "Injection". All data coming from an untrusted 
source into the trusted environment must be sanitized and validated. Even though the 
parameters of a client's input may be validated by the client application, this data can be 
tampered with before being sent to the server. Ensure the data is strongly typed, has correct 
syntax, is within the length boundaries, and only contains permitted characters. Numbers should 
be correctly signed and be within range boundaries set. Failure to address these weaknesses 
leads to the majority of vulnerabilities found in applications. 
 
3.2 Management of External Libraries 
 
Third-party libraries must be kept up to date to prevent the exposure of the application to known 
vulnerabilities. Libraries used inside GenApp are included in the system folder, which requires 
manual updates when new versions are released. At the very least, a text document listing all 
third-party libraries, their version numbers, and their installed locations should be maintained in 
the source code repository.  
 
3.3 Configuration of Web Servers 
 
As discovered by the web scanning utilities used during this engagement, web server 
configuration directly impacts the security of a website. Obtaining an SSL certificate is easy thanks 
                                                      
26 https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Category:OWASP_Top_Ten_Project  
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to Let's Encrypt. Secure web server SSL configuration can be created using the Mozilla SSL 
Configuration Generator. A few simple configuration parameters such as those listed in Appendix 
B and Appendix C can ameliorate vulnerabilities such as XSS (cross site scripting).  
 
3.4 Configuration of Basic Settings for GenApp Installs 
 
Related to configuration of the GenApp web servers is the configuration of the web server 
created by the example GenApp install script. This script should be similarly modified as shown 
in Appendix B and Appendix C to better secure the newly installed GenApp web application. In 
particular, changes to the install script configuration should: 
 
● Prevent directory browsing / indexing 
● Set the X-Frame-Options header 
● Enable web browser XSS protection 
● Add X-Content-Type-Options header 
● Set email verification and admin approval as opt-in rather than opt-out 
 
With respect to the last item above, GenApp gives the ability to require email verification and 
administrator approval for creation of accounts. This is not the default in the standard GenApp 
install script and it is the installer's responsibility to secure the system. It would be helpful to 
include this information in a section in the online tutorial to inform users of this feature. 
 
4 Version History 
 
2018-06-28 Version 1.0  
2019-06-17 Version 1.1 – Add IDEALS document repository link 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: GenApp Wiki Review  
 
https://genapp.rocks/wiki/wiki/setup_dev_system - setup local development system 
● [done - removed] at this point you will need ??? 
● [done - fixed] imagemagick link http://www.imagemagick.org/script/binary-
releases.php is dead 
 
https://genapp.rocks/wiki/wiki/install - installing an instance of genapp 
● [done] In "steps for an automated install", trailing "}}}" 
 
https://genapp.rocks/wiki/wiki/install_app - installing apps after an automated install 
● [done - added a note] I was confused about value of $GENAPP . Is this "/opt/genapp"? 
Or is it set by /etc/profile.d/genapp.sh ? 
 
http://biochem.uthscsa.edu/mailman  
● [done - fixed] mailing lists are not https 
 
https://genapp.rocks/wiki/wiki/vm_runnotes - run a vm 
● [won't fix - this is a link to the old docs, will create a new page for vm usage under “get”] 
could use a disclaimer "for advanced sys admins" 
 
https://genapp.rocks/wiki/wiki/online_tutorial - GenApp Hosting, Setup & Instance Example: 
Online Tutorial 
● I think it would be helpful to have the entire tutorial available in a single web page / doc 
for easy printing and searching. 
 
https://genapp.rocks/wiki/wiki/docs - Documentation 
● Here again, I think it would be helpful to have all docs available in a single web page / 
doc for easy printing and searching. 
 
How often do Jetstream and AWS images get updated? Is this announced on one of the mailing 
lists? 
● [done - added] Perhaps add instructions to user to update base O/S of the image after 
first boot. 
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Appendix B: Apache httpd Configuration Recommendations 
 
These are general configuration suggestions for securing an Apache httpd server. 
 
● Use EFF's certbot to generate a Let's Encrypt SSL certificate. RPMs are available for 
newer Linux distributions, or a basic command line script can be used with older Linux 
distributions.  
 
wget https://dl.eff.org/certbot-auto 
chmod a+x certbot-auto 
sudo su 
mv certbot-auto /usr/bin/certbot-auto 
ln -s /usr/bin/certbot-auto /bin/certbot 
/bin/certbot –apache 
 
Set up a cronjob to automatically renew the SSL certificate before 90-day expiration. 
 
echo '# Attempt to update Let's Encypt certificates daily at 2:30am 
30 2 * * * root /bin/certbot renew &>> /var/log/le-renew.log' > 
/etc/cron.d/certbot.cron 
 
● Use the Mozilla SSL Configuration Generator with "Modern" compatibility to generate 
SSL configuration directives: 
 
<VirtualHost *:443> 
    ... 
    SSLEngine on 
    SSLCertificateFile /path/to/certificate 
    SSLCertificateKeyFile /path/to/private/key 
    SSLCertificateChainFile /path/to/intermediate/certs 
  
    # HSTS (mod_headers is required) (15768000 seconds = 6 months) 
    Header always set Strict-Transport-Security "max-age=15768000" 
    ... 
</VirtualHost> 
 
# modern configuration, tweak to your needs 
SSLProtocol all -SSLv3 -TLSv1 -TLSv1.1 
SSLCipherSuite ECDHE-ECDSA-AES256-GCM-SHA384:ECDHE-RSA-AES256-GCM-
SHA384:ECDHE-ECDSA-CHACHA20-POLY1305:ECDHE-RSA-CHACHA20-POLY1305:ECDHE-
ECDSA-AES128-GCM-SHA256:ECDHE-RSA-AES128-GCM-SHA256:ECDHE-ECDSA-AES256-
SHA384:ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA384:ECDHE-ECDSA-AES128-SHA256:ECDHE-RSA-
AES128-SHA256 
SSLHonorCipherOrder on 
SSLCompression off 
SSLSessionTickets off 
 
# OCSP Stapling, only in httpd 2.3.3 and later 
SSLUseStapling on 
SSLStaplingResponderTimeout 5 
SSLStaplingReturnResponderErrors off 
SSLStaplingCache shmcb:/var/run/ocsp(128000) 
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● A default apache httpd configuration will set "options Indexes FollowSymLinks" for the 
DocumentRoot directory. The "Indexes" option is problematic since it allows libraries 
(typically stored in subdirectories) to be served to web clients. So remove the Indexes 
option: 
 
DocumentRoot "/var/www/html" 
<Directory /> 
    Options FollowSymLinks 
    AllowOverride None 
</Directory> 
<Directory "/var/www/html"> 
    Options FollowSymLinks 
    AllowOverride None 
    Order allow,deny 
    Allow from all 
</Directory> 
 
● Prevent web pages from being displayed within a frame (from 
https://developer.mozilla.org/en/The_X-FRAME-OPTIONS_response_header) 
 
Header always append X-Frame-Options DENY 
 
Or if your site uses frames internally: 
 
Header always append X-Frame-Options SAMEORIGIN 
 
● Disable Trace/Track (from http://www.techstacks.com/howto/disable-tracetrack-in-
apache-httpd.html) 
 
TraceEnable Off 
 
● Apache Web Server ETag Header Information Disclosure Weakness. The default is 
"INode MTime Size" in 2.3.14 and earlier. 
 
FileETag MTime Size 
 
● Prevent access to .cvs/.svn/.git folders : 
 
RedirectMatch 404 /\\.(svn|git|hg|bzr|cvs)(/|$) 
RedirectMatch 404 "(?:.*)/(?:CVS|RCS|_darcs)(?:/.*)?$" 
Redirectmatch 404 /\\.cvsignore(/|$) 
 
● Use HTTP Strict Transport Security to force client to use secure connections only 
 
Header always set Strict-Transport-Security "max-age=31536000" 
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Appendix C: PHP Configuration Recommendations 
 
In the PHP configuration file (typically /etc/php.ini), the following settings can make the PHP 
session more secure. 
 
● Make PHP use only cookies to store the session ID on the client. This prevents attacks 
involving passing session IDs in URLs. This is enabled by default since PHP 5.3.0. 
 
session.use_cookies = 1 
session.use_only_cookies = 1 
 
● Allow PHP to send cookies only over secure connections (e.g., https). Note that this can 
also be implemented in PHP code by using session_set_cookie_params(). 
 
session.cookie_secure = 1 
 
● Make PHP session cookie accessible only through the HTTP protocol. This helps reduce 
identity theft via XSS (cross site scripting) attacks at the expense of preventing scripting 
languages from accessing the PHP session cookie. 
 
session.cookie_httponly = 1 
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Appendix D: PHP Code Review 
 
A quick review of the PHP code found in the genapp/languages/html5/sys directory was 
performed. The code in this used to generate PHP code installed on production machines at 
https://<server>/<app>/ajax/*.php , and thus much of the PHP code is 
reachable/executable by web clients. 
 
Rather than report every issue in the various PHP files, the following is a summary of issues found. 
 
● In general, any parameter that can be passed by a web client to the server should be 
properly sanitized and validated. PHP has a wealth of sanitization and validation filters 
built in. For example, if it is expected that a user input parameter will contain a floating 
point value, then using filter_var($user_input, FILTER_SANITIZE_NUMBER_FLOAT) 
and filter_var($user_input, FILTER_VALIDATE_FLOAT) will enforce that 
expectation. 
 
● While it is assumed that user authentication is verified by checking for a valid user in the 
PHP session, additional checks should be added when a parameter may allow one user to 
access another user's directory. For example, in sys_file_manager_run.php, the 
working user directory is formed by using the incoming $_REQUEST['_logon'] 
parameter, but there should be an additional check to verify that _logon matches the 
currently authenticated user. 
 
● In many files, it appears that $_REQUEST[...] variables are being used unsanitized. 
 
● It is bad practice to put the results of json_decode() into $_REQUEST array since 
$_REQUEST is automatically populated by httpd. 
 
● The code should do an error check for if json_decode() === null , otherwise runtime 
error could result (e.g., attempting to access element of null). 
 
● For output of JSON results, should also output "header('Content-type: 
application/json')" . 
 
● Consider refactoring some functions into a single file (e.g., utility.php) and 
"require_once" that file to prevent duplication of code. For example, "db_connect()" 
is a function defined in 6 .php files. 
 
● case statements do not need open/close braces { } . 
 
● There were several empty .php files.These are installed on production machines and do 
nothing, so they don't raise any security concerns, but these files aren't useful either. 
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● For determining human-readable file sizes, shorter solutions can be found at 
https://gist.github.com/liunian/9338301 . 
 
● Use of MongoClient() is deprecated. 
 
● Consider using one of the simple CAPTCHA PHP libraries available on GitHub rather than 
depend on ImageMagick binaries. 
 
● For all PHP source code files, it is now best practice to omit the closing ?> tag at the end 
of files (assuming you aren't including the PHP files in other HTML files). The official reason 
is to prevent whitespace from being added after the closing ?> tag, but see 
https://stackoverflow.com/q/4410704 for some other reasons. 
 
● Many problems such as whitespace after the closing ?> tag can be solved by running 
'phpcbf' (PHP Code Beautifier), which is part of PHP CodeSniffer. Example using the PSR-
2 coding guide: 
 
# phpcbf --standard=psr2 . 
 
PHPCBF RESULT SUMMARY 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
FILE                                                       FIXED LEFT 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_register_google.php    285 7 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_pull.php               340 2 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_captcha.php            103 2 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_login_google.php       553 11 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_jobintegritycheck.php  156 1 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_manageusers.php        614 26 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_userslist.php          178 4 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_file_manager_run.php   416 7 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_jobmonitor.php         486 5 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/module_info.php            10  0 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_register_globus.php    285 7 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_feedback2.php          37  0 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_register.php           285 7 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_job_manager.php        208 3 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_login.php              584 11 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/joblog.php                 931 20 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_logoff.php             11  0 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_feedback.php           111 4 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_uid.php                60  1 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/cache_remove_one.php       62  1 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/cached_results.php         207 3 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_login_globus.php       553 11 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_files.php              1006   7 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_user_config.php        619 18 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/mail.php                   215 2 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_jobs.php               511 19 
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/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_joblocked.php          169 10 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_license.php            55  0 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_status.php             238 3 
/tmp/genapp/languages/html5/sys/sys_captcha_verify.php     34  0 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A TOTAL OF 9322 ERRORS WERE FIXED IN 30 FILES 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix E: Perl Code Check with Perl Critic 
 
Much of the GenApp code is written in Perl. perlcritic is a utility which performs static code 
analysis of Perl code to identify error-prone constructs. Most of the rules are based on Damian' 
Conway's book Perl Best Practices (PBP), but rules can be enabled/disabled to suit your needs. 
 
perlcritic was executed on the SVN repository "base" directory using two different sets of policies: 
 
1. Execute perlcritic using all available Policies, show top 50 issues for each file: 
 
perlcritic --top 50 \ 
    --verbose \ 
    "%f\t(Severity %s)\t(Line %l)\t%m.\t(%e.)\n" \ 
    base 
 
2. Execute perlcritic using Policies corresponding to the SEI CERT Perl Coding Standard (both 
Rules and Recommendations), show top 50 issues for each file: 
 
perlcritic --top 50 \ 
    --verbose \ 
    "%f\t(Severity %s)\t(Line %l)\t%m.\t(%e.)\n" \ 
    --theme='certrule || certrec' \ 
    base 
 
As the output of these commands generated several thousands of lines, spreadsheets sorted by 
Severity were created. The highest security level issues (Security Levels 4 and 5) are summarized 
here. 
 
Severity Level 5 Issues using the CERT Perl Coding Standard include: 
● Bareword file handle opened. From page 202-204 of PBP, use "open my $FILE, '<', 
$filename" instead of "open FILE, '<', $filename". 
● Code before strictures are enabled. From page 429 of PBP, always "use strict". 
● Loop iterator is not lexical. From page 108 of PBP, always declare a for loop iterator with 
"my". 
● Two-argument "open" used. From page 207 of PBP, use the three argument form of open. 
For example, use "open my $file, '>', $MYFILE" instead of "open my $file, 
">$MYFILE"" 
 
Severity Level 4 Issues CERT Perl Coding Standard include: 
● Code before warnings are enabled. From page 431 of PBP, always "use warnings". 
● Magic variable "..." should be assigned as "local". From page 81-82 of PBP, Using "local" 
is the cleanest and most robust way to temporarily change the value of a global variable. 
● Module does not end with "1;". Modules must end with a recognizable 'true' value. 
● Subroutine "..." does not end with "return". From page 197 of PBP, if a subroutine "falls 
off the end" without ever encountering an explicit return, the value of the last expression 
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evaluated in a subroutine is returned. That can lead to completely unexpected return 
values. 
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Appendix F: Architectural Diagrams 
F.1 List of Architecture Diagrams for GenApp 
 
Below is a list of actions/tasks performed during installing, building, and running a GenApp 
application. GenApp staff and Trusted CI staff worked together to generate architecture diagrams 
for actions/tasks where it made the most impact. Future work may be needed to complete the 
architecture diagrams for this list. 
 
1. Install script 
a. Modifications to OS (packages install, setting up services, etc.) 
b. Assembly of GenApp system files/directories 
c. Setting up GenAppTest environment 
2. Running GenApp to produce an application 
3. Running a GenApp generated application 
a. Register 
i. Local DB 
ii. OAuth2 via Google/Globus API 
b. Login 
i. Local DB 
ii. OAuth2 via Google/Globus API 
c. Logoff 
d. “Submit”: 
i. Computational part only 
1. Local execution 
2. SSH accessible resource 
ii. Messaging communication flow 
1. UDP 
2. TCP 
e. Job management 
i. Cancel Job 
ii. Reattach to Job 
iii. Remove Job 
iv. Clear lock 
f. User management 
i. Select project 
ii. New project 
iii. Change password 
iv. Change email address 
v. Update colors 
4. Generated Application Administrator modules 
a. Users 
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b. Job history 
c. Job monitor 
5. Chart that shows all running processes, such as: 
a. Apache httpd 
b. msg-ws-server.php 
c. msg-udp-server.php 
d. msg-tcp-server.go 
e. msg-keepalive.php 
f. mongodb daemon 
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F.2 Generated Architecture Diagrams 
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Appendix G: List of Vulnerabilities 
 
The following table summarizes the vulnerabilities discovered by scanning various instances of 
GenApp (test install, NAMDrunner on Jetstream, and SASSIE-web on Jetstream) using the OWASP 
ZAP and Qualys scanners. This table can be used to mark off when a vulnerability has been 
investigated and addressed. 
 
Issue Source CWE/CVE Method Status 
Remote File Inclusion Genapp Install Script 98 OWASP  
Path Traversal Genapp Install Script 22 OWASP  
SQL Injection Genapp Install Script 89 OWASP  
Remote OS Command Injection Genapp Install Script 78 OWASP  
Directory Browsing Genapp Install Script 548 OWASP  
X-Frame-Options Header Not Set Genapp Install Script 16 OWASP  
Application Error Disclosure Genapp Install Script 200 OWASP  
Web Browser XSS Protection Not Enabled Genapp Install Script 933 OWASP  
X-Content-Type-Options Header Missing Genapp Install Script 16 OWASP  
Cookie No HTTPOnly Flag Genapp Install Script 16 OWASP  
Password Autocomplete in Browser Genapp Install Script 6 OWASP  
SQL Injection Jetstream 
NAMDRunner 
89 OWASP  
X-Frame-Options Header Not Set Jetstream 
NAMDRunner 
16 OWASP  
Application Error Disclosure Jetstream 
NAMDRunner 
200 OWASP  
Web Browser XSS Protection Not Enabled Jetstream 
NAMDRunner 
933 OWASP  
X-Content-Type_options Header Missing Jetstream 
NAMDRunner 
16 OWASP  
Incomplete or No Cache-control and Pragma 
HTTP Header Set 
Jetstream 
NAMDRunner 
525 OWASP  
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Cookie Without Secure Flag Jetstream 
NAMDRunner 
614 OWASP  
Cookie No HttpOnly Flag Jetstream 
NAMDRunner 
16 OWASP  
Private IP Disclosure Jetstream 
NAMDRunner 
200 OWASP  
Content-Type Header Missing Jetstream 
NAMDRunner 
345 OWASP  
SQL Injection Jetstream Sassie 89 OWASP  
Advanced SQL Injection Jetstream Sassie 89 OWASP  
Remote OS Command Injection Jetstream Sassie 78 OWASP  
X-Frame-Options Header Not Set Jetstream Sassie 16 OWASP  
Application Error Disclosure Jetstream Sassie 200 OWASP  
Web Browser XSS Protection Not Enabled Jetstream Sassie 933 OWASP  
X-Content-Type_options Header Missing Jetstream Sassie 16 OWASP  
Incomplete or No Cache-control and Pragma 
HTTP Header Set 
Jetstream Sassie 525 OWASP  
Content-Type Header Missing Jetstream Sassie 345 OWASP  
Cookie Without Secure Flag Jetstream Sassie 614 OWASP  
Cookie No HttpOnly Flag Jetstream Sassie 16 OWASP  
PHP gd_gif_in.c Memory Corruption 
Vulnerability 
Jetstream NAMD 2017-7890 Qualys  
SSL/TLS Server supports TLSv1.0 Jetstream NAMD  Qualys  
Birthday attacks against TLS ciphers with 64bit 
block size vulnerability 
Jetstream NAMD 2016-2183 Qualys  
HTTP Trace/TRACK Methods Enabled Jetstream NAMD 2004-2320 
2010-0386 
2003-1567 
Qualys  
TCP Sequence Number Approximation Based 
Denial of Service 
Jetstream NAMD 2004-0230 Qualys  
Web Server HTTP Trace/Track Method Support 
Cross-Site Tracing Vulnerability 
Jetstream NAMD 2004-2320 
2007-3008 
Qualys  
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ICMP Timestamp Request Jetstream NAMD 1999-0524 Qualys  
OpenSSH Multiple Vulnerabilities Jetstream NAMD 2015-5600 
2015-6563 
2015-6564 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSH 7.4 Not Installed Multiple 
Vulnerabilities 
Jetstream NAMD 2015-5600 
2015-6563 
2015-6564 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSL Multiple Vulnerabilities (OpenSSL 
Security Advisory 20160128) 
Jetstream NAMD 2016-10009 
2016-10010 
2016-10011 
2016-10012 
2016-8858 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
Apache httpd Server Information Disclosure 
Vulnerability (OptionsBleed) 
Jetstream NAMD 2017-9798 Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSL Diffie-Hellman Weak Encryption 
Vulnerability (Logjam) 
Jetstream NAMD 2015-4000 Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSL Weak RSA Key Exchange Vulnerability Jetstream NAMD 2015-0204 Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSL Multiple Vulnerabilities (OpenSSL 
Security Advisory 20150319) 
 
Jetstream NAMD 2015-0286 
2015-0287 
2015-0289 
2015-0293 
2015-0209 
2015-0288 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSL Base64 Decode Integer Underflow 
Vulnerability 
 
Jetstream NAMD 2015-0292 
2014-8176 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSL Multiple Security Advisories 
(secadv_20160503) 
 
Jetstream NAMD 2016-2107 
2016-2105 
2016-2106 
2016-2109 
2016-2176 
2016-2178 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
Apache HTTP Server Prior to 2.4.25 Multiple 
Vulnerabilities 
 
Jetstream NAMD 2016-8743 
2016-8740 
2016-2161 
2016-0736 
2016-5387 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
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Apache HTTP Server Prior to 2.4.30 Multiple 
Vulnerabilities 
 
Jetstream NAMD 2017-15710 
2017-15715 
2018-1303 
2018-1301 
2018-1302 
2018-1283 
2018-1312 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
Apache HTTP Server Prior to 2.4.25 Multiple 
Vulnerabilities 
Jetstream NAMD 2016-8743 
2016-8740 
2016-2161 
2016-0736 
2016-5387 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
Apache HTTP Server Prior to 2.4.30 Multiple 
Vulnerabilities 
Jetstream NAMD 2017-15715 
2017-15710 
2018-1303 
2018-1301 
2018-1302 
2018-1283 
2018-1312 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSL Multiple Vulnerabilities (OpenSSL 
Security Advisory 20160301) 
Jetstream NAMD 2016-0705 
2016-0798 
2016-0800 
2016-0797 
2016-0799 
2016-0702 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSH Xauth Command Injection 
Vulnerability 
Jetstream NAMD 2016-3115 Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSH Multiple Vulnerabilities (OpenSSL 
Security Advisory 20160503) 
Jetstream NAMD 2016-2108 
2016-2107 
2016-2106 
2016-2109 
2016-2105 
2016-2176 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSL Multiple Vulnerabilities (OpenSSL 
Security Advisory 20160922) 
Jetstream NAMD 2016-6304 
2016-6305 
2016-2183 
2016-6303 
2016-6302 
2016-2182 
2016-2180 
2016-2177 
2016-2178 
2016-2179 
2016-2181 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
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2016-6306 
2016-6307 
2016-6308 
OpenSSL Multiple Denial of Service 
Vulnerabilities 
Jetstream NAMD 2013-6450 
2013-6449 
2013-4353 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
Apache httpd Server ap_get_basic_auth_pw() 
Authentication Bypass Vulnerability 
Jetstream NAMD 2017-3167 Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSL Multiple Vulnerabilities (OpenSSL 
Security Advisory 20141015) 
Jetstream NAMD 2014-3513 
2014-3567 
2014-3566 
2014-3568 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSL Multiple Denial of Service 
Vulnerabilities (secadv_20150611) 
Jetstream NAMD 2015-1788 
2015-1789 
2015-1790 
2015-1791 
2015-1792 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSL Multiple Vulnerabilities (OpenSSL 
Security Advisory 20151203) 
Jetstream NAMD 2015-3193 
2015-3194 
2015-3195 
2015-3196 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSH “X SECURITY” Bypass Vulnerability Jetstream NAMD 2015-5352 Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSL Use-After-Free Memory Corruption 
Vulnerability 
Jetstream NAMD 2010-5298 Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSL Multiple Vulnerabilities (OpenSSL 
Security Advisory 20140806) 
Jetstream NAMD 2014-3508 
2014-5139 
2014-3509 
2014-3505 
2014-3506 
2014-3507 
2014-3510 
2014-3511 
2014-3512 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSL Multiple Vulnerabilities (OpenSSL 
Security Advisory 20150108) 
Jetstream NAMD 2014-3571 
2015-0206 
2014-3569 
2014-3572 
2015-0204 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
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2015-0205 
2014-8275 
2014-3570 
Apache HTTP Server Prior to 2.4.20 Thread 
Starvation Vulnerability 
Jetstream NAMD 2016-1546 Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
Apache HTTP Server Client Certificate 
Authentication Bypass Vulnerability 
Jetstream NAMD 2016-4979 Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
PHP Multiple Vulnerabilities (MS-ISAC Advisory 
Number: 2018-003) 
Jetstream NAMD  Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSL Use-After-Free Memory Corruption 
Vulnerability 
Jetstream NAMD 2010-5298 Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSL Multiple Vulnerabilities (OpenSSL 
Security Advisory 20140806) 
Jetstream NAMD 2014-3508 
2014-5139 
2014-3509 
2014-3505 
2014-3506 
2014-3507 
2014-3510 
2014-3511 
2014-3512 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSL Multiple Vulnerabilities (OpenSSL 
Security Advisory 20150108) 
Jetstream NAMD 2014-3571 
2015-0206 
2014-3569 
2014-3572 
2015-0204 
2015-0205 
2014-8275 
2014-3570 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
Apache HTTP Server Prior to 2.4.20 Thread 
Starvation Vulnerability 
Jetstream NAMD 2016-1546 Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
Apache HTTP Server Client Certificate 
Authentication Bypass Vulnerability 
Jetstream NAMD 2016-4979 Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
PHP Multiple Vulnerabilities (MS-ISAC 
ADVISORY Number: 2018-003) 
Jetstream NAMD  Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
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SSL/TLS Server supports TLSv1.0 Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
 Qualys  
Birthday attacks against TLS ciphers with 64bit 
block size vulnerability (Sweet32) 
Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
2016-2183 Qualys  
ICMP Timestamp Request Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
1999-0524 Qualys  
OpenSSH Multiple Vulnerabilities Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
2015-5600 
2015-6563 
2015-6564 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSH 7.4 Not Installed Multiple 
Vulnerabilities 
Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
2016-10009 
2016-10010 
2016-10011 
2016-10012 
2016-8858 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
Apache httpd Server Information Disclosure 
Vulnerability (OptionsBleed) 
Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
2017-9798 Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
Apache HTTP Server Prior to 2.4.12 Multiple 
Vulnerabilities 
Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
2014-8109 
2014-3583 
2014-3581 
2014-5704 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
Apache HTTP Server Prior to 2.4.10 Multiple 
Vulnerabilities 
Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
2014-0231 
2014-3523 
2014-0117 
2014-0118 
2014-0226 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
Apache HTTP Server Prior to 2.4.25 Multiple 
Vulnerabilities 
Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
2016-8743 
2016-8740 
2016-2161 
2016-0736 
2016-5387 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
Apache HTTP Server Prior to 2.4.30 Multiple 
Vulnerabilities 
Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
2017-15715 
2017-15710 
2018-1303 
2018-1301 
2018-1302 
2018-1283 
2018-1312 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
Apache HTTP Server Prior to 2.4.12 Multiple 
Vulnerabilities 
Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
2014-8109 
2014-3583 
2014-3581 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
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2013-5704 
Apache HTTP Server Prior to 2.4.10 Multiple 
Vulnerabilities 
Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
2014-0231 
2014-3523 
2014-0117 
2014-0118 
2014-0226 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
Apache HTTP Server Prior to 2.4.25 Multiple 
Vulnerabilities 
Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
2016-8743 
2016-8740 
2016-2161 
2016-0736 
2016-5387 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
Apache HTTP Server Prior to 2.4.30 Multiple 
Vulnerabilities 
Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
2017-15715 
2017-15710 
2018-1303 
2018-1301 
2018-1302 
2018-1283 
2018-1312 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSH Xauth Command Injection 
Vulnerabilities 
Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
2016-3115 Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
Apache HTTP Server Multiple Denial of Service 
Vulnerabilities 
Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
2013-6438 
2014-0098 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
Apache httpd Server ap_get_basic_auth_pw() 
Authentication Bypass Vulnerability 
Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
2017-3167 Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSH “X Security” Bypass Vulnerability Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
2015-5352 Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
Apache HTTP Server Prior to 2.4.16/2.2.31 
Multiple Vulnerabilities 
Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
2015-0228 
2015-0253 
2015-3183 
2015-3185 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
Apache HTTP Server Prior to 2.4.20 Thread 
Starvation Vulnerability 
Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
2016-1546 Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
Apache HTTP Server Prior to 2.4.16/2.2.31 
Multiple Vulnerability 
Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
2015-0228 
2015-0253 
2015-3183 
2015-3185 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
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Apache HTTP Server Prior to 2.4.20 Thread 
Starvation Vulnerability 
Jetstream Sassie 1st 
scan 
2016-1546 Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
SSL/TLS Server supports TLSv1.0 Jetstream Sassie 2nd 
scan 
 Qualys  
ICMP Timestamp Request Jetstream Sassie 2nd 
scan 
1999-0524 Qualys  
OpenSSH Multiple Vulnerabilities Jetstream Sassie 2nd 
scan 
2015-5600 
2015-6563 
2015-6564 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSH 7.4 Not Installed Multiple 
Vulnerabilities 
Jetstream Sassie 2nd 
scan 
2016-10009 
2016-10010 
2016-10011 
2016-10012 
2016-8858 
Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSH Xauth Command Injection 
Vulnerabilities 
Jetstream Sassie 2nd 
scan 
2016-3115 Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
OpenSSH “X Security” Bypass Vulnerability Jetstream Sassie 2nd 
scan 
2015-5352 Qualys 
(possible 
vulnerability) 
 
JQuery 1.9.1.min has known vulnerabilities Genapp Install Script  Retire-js 
(SWAMP) 
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Appendix H: Using OWASP ZAP (Zed Attack Proxy) 
 
OWASP ZAP27 is a free utility which can find security vulnerabilities in web applications. The 
following steps illustrate how to configure and run ZAP. 
 
After startup, select "Yes, I want to persist this session but I want to specify the name and 
location". 
 
 
 
  
                                                      
27 https://www.owasp.org/index.php/OWASP_Zed_Attack_Proxy_Project  
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On the Quick Start tab, click on Launch Browser with the preferred browser selected. 
 
 
 
Browse through website manually, clicking and interacting with every web interface. 
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To enable contents needing logged in access, right click on log on post (sys_login.php for 
GenApp) and click on Include in Context -> Default Context. 
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Prevent the browser from logging off by right clicking on the Log Off Post (sys_logoff) and 
selecting Exclude from -> Scanner. 
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Initiate spider attack by right clicking website -> Attack -> Spider. 
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Select Show Advanced options. Then: 
 
● Change Maximum depth to crawl to 19 
● Select Parse SVN metadata 
● Select Parse Git metadata 
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Right click on address you desire to test (choose front page as a starting address) -> Attack-> 
AJAX Spider. 
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Right click on address you desire to test -> Attack-> Active Scan. 
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Select Show advanced options. 
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Select Input Vectors, select URL Path, HTTP Headers, Cookie Data. 
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In Policy tab: 
● Select Low for Default Alert Threshold to show more potential alerts. 
● If you want more attacks, select High Default Attack Strength; if attack takes too long, 
leave at Medium. 
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Once all attacks are finished, generate HTML report. 
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Appendix I: OWASP ZAP Report of GenApp Example Installation on Local VM 
 
This is the output of the OWASP ZAP scanning utility on a local VM installation of the GenApp 
example/test program, performed April 2, 2018. The results of this scan prompted changes to 
the example install script to better secure the installed website. 
 ZAP Scanning Report 
Summary of Alerts 
Risk Level Number of Alerts 
High 4 
Medium 3 
Low 4 
Informational 0 
 
Alert Detail 
High (Medium) Remote File Inclusion 
Description Remote File Include (RFI) is an attack technique used to exploit "dynamic file include" mechanisms in web 
applications. When web applications take user input (URL, parameter value, etc.) and pass them into file include 
commands, the web application might be tricked into including remote files with malicious code. 
 
Almost all web application frameworks support file inclusion. File inclusion is mainly used for packaging common 
code into separate files that are later referenced by main application modules. When a web application references 
an include file, the code in this file may be executed implicitly or explicitly by calling specific procedures. If the choice 
of module to load is based on elements from the HTTP request, the web application might be vulnerable to RFI. 
An attacker can use RFI for: 
* Running malicious code on the server: any code in the included malicious files will be run by the server. If the file 
include is not executed using some wrapper, code in include files is executed in the context of the server user. This 
could lead to a complete system compromise. 
* Running malicious code on clients: the attacker's malicious code can manipulate the content of the response sent 
to the client. The attacker can embed malicious code in the response that will be run by the client (for example, 
Javascript to steal the client session cookies). 
 
PHP is particularly vulnerable to RFI attacks due to the extensive use of "file includes" in PHP programming and due 
to default server configurations that increase susceptibility to an RFI attack. 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80/genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google/Service/ 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
User-Agent 
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Attack http://www.google.com/search?q=OWASP%20ZAP 
Evidence <title>Index of /genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google/Service</title> 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80/genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google/Http/ 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Host 
Attack http://www.google.com/search?q=OWASP%20ZAP 
Evidence <title>Index of /genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google/Http</title> 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/src/Google/Http?query=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fs
earch%3Fq%3DOWASP%2520ZAP 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
query 
Attack http://www.google.com/search?q=OWASP%20ZAP 
Evidence <title>Index of /genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/src/Google/Http</title> 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/src/Google/AccessToken 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
User-Agent 
Attack http://www.google.com/search?q=OWASP%20ZAP 
Evidence <title>Index of /genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/src/Google/AccessToken</title> 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80/genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google/AccessToken/?query=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.go
ogle.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DOWASP%2520ZAP 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
query 
Attack http://www.google.com/search?q=OWASP%20ZAP 
Evidence <title>Index of /genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google/AccessToken</title> 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80//genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/src/Google/AccessToken/ 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Host 
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Attack http://www.google.com/search?q=OWASP%20ZAP 
Evidence <title>Index of /genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/src/Google/AccessToken</title> 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80//genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/src/Google/Service/ 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
User-Agent 
Attack http://www.google.com/search?q=OWASP%20ZAP 
Evidence <title>Index of /genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/src/Google/Service</title> 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80/genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google/Http/ 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
User-Agent 
Attack http://www.google.com/search?q=OWASP%20ZAP 
Evidence <title>Index of /genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google/Http</title> 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/src/Google/Http 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
User-Agent 
Attack http://www.google.com/search?q=OWASP%20ZAP 
Evidence <title>Index of /genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/src/Google/Http</title> 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80//genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/src/Google/Service/ 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Host 
Attack http://www.google.com/search?q=OWASP%20ZAP 
Evidence <title>Index of /genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/src/Google/Service</title> 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80//genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/src/Google/AccessToken/ 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
User-Agent 
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Attack http://www.google.com/search?q=OWASP%20ZAP 
Evidence <title>Index of /genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/src/Google/AccessToken</title> 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google/Task 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
User-Agent 
Attack http://www.google.com/search?q=OWASP%20ZAP 
Evidence <title>Index of /genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google/Task</title> 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80/genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google/AccessToken/ 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
User-Agent 
Attack http://www.google.com/search?q=OWASP%20ZAP 
Evidence <title>Index of /genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google/AccessToken</title> 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80//genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient-services/src/Google/ 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Host 
Attack http://www.google.com/search?q=OWASP%20ZAP 
Evidence <title>Index of /genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient-services/src/Google</title> 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80//genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google/Task/ 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Host 
Attack http://www.google.com/search?q=OWASP%20ZAP 
Evidence <title>Index of /genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google/Task</title> 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google/Task 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Host 
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Attack http://www.google.com/search?q=OWASP%20ZAP 
Evidence <title>Index of /genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google/Task</title> 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Host 
Attack http://www.google.com/search?q=OWASP%20ZAP 
Evidence <title>Index of /genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google</title> 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80/genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/src/Google/ 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
User-Agent 
Attack http://www.google.com/search?q=OWASP%20ZAP 
Evidence <title>Index of /genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/src/Google</title> 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80//genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google/Http/?query=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.co
m%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DOWASP%2520ZAP 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
query 
Attack http://www.google.com/search?q=OWASP%20ZAP 
Evidence <title>Index of /genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google/Http</title> 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80/genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google/Service/ 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Host 
Attack http://www.google.com/search?q=OWASP%20ZAP 
Evidence <title>Index of /genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/Google/Service</title> 
Instances 132 
Solution Phase: Architecture and Design 
When the set of acceptable objects, such as filenames or URLs, is limited or known, create a mapping from a set of 
fixed input values (such as numeric IDs) to the actual filenames or URLs, and reject all other inputs. 
For example, ID 1 could map to "inbox.txt" and ID 2 could map to "profile.txt". Features such as the ESAPI 
AccessReferenceMap provide this capability. 
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Phases: Architecture and Design; Operation 
Run your code in a "jail" or similar sandbox environment that enforces strict boundaries between the process and 
the operating system. This may effectively restrict which files can be accessed in a particular directory or which 
commands can be executed by your software. 
OS-level examples include the Unix chroot jail, AppArmor, and SELinux. In general, managed code may provide 
some protection. For example, java.io.FilePermission in the Java SecurityManager allows you to specify restrictions 
on file operations. 
This may not be a feasible solution, and it only limits the impact to the operating system; the rest of your application 
may still be subject to compromise. 
Be careful to avoid CWE-243 and other weaknesses related to jails. 
For PHP, the interpreter offers restrictions such as open basedir or safe mode which can make it more difficult for an 
attacker to escape out of the application. Also consider Suhosin, a hardened PHP extension, which includes various 
options that disable some of the more dangerous PHP features. 
 
Phase: Implementation 
Assume all input is malicious. Use an "accept known good" input validation strategy, i.e., use a whitelist of 
acceptable inputs that strictly conform to specifications. Reject any input that does not strictly conform to 
specifications, or transform it into something that does. Do not rely exclusively on looking for malicious or malformed 
inputs (i.e., do not rely on a blacklist). However, blacklists can be useful for detecting potential attacks or 
determining which inputs are so malformed that they should be rejected outright. 
When performing input validation, consider all potentially relevant properties, including length, type of input, the full 
range of acceptable values, missing or extra inputs, syntax, consistency across related fields, and conformance to 
business rules. As an example of business rule logic, "boat" may be syntactically valid because it only contains 
alphanumeric characters, but it is not valid if you are expecting colors such as "red" or "blue." 
For filenames, use stringent whitelists that limit the character set to be used. If feasible, only allow a single "." 
character in the filename to avoid weaknesses such as CWE-23, and exclude directory separators such as "/" to 
avoid CWE-36. Use a whitelist of allowable file extensions, which will help to avoid CWE-434. 
 
Phases: Architecture and Design; Operation 
Store library, include, and utility files outside of the web document root, if possible. Otherwise, store them in a 
separate directory and use the web server's access control capabilities to prevent attackers from directly requesting 
them. One common practice is to define a fixed constant in each calling program, then check for the existence of the 
constant in the library/include file; if the constant does not exist, then the file was directly requested, and it can exit 
immediately. 
This significantly reduces the chance of an attacker being able to bypass any protection mechanisms that are in the 
base program but not in the include files. It will also reduce your attack surface. 
 
Phases: Architecture and Design; Implementation 
Understand all the potential areas where untrusted inputs can enter your software: parameters or arguments, 
cookies, anything read from the network, environment variables, reverse DNS lookups, query results, request 
headers, URL components, e-mail, files, databases, and any external systems that provide data to the application. 
Remember that such inputs may be obtained indirectly through API calls. 
Many file inclusion problems occur because the programmer assumed that certain inputs could not be modified, 
especially for cookies and URL components. 
Reference http://projects.webappsec.org/Remote-File-Inclusion 
http://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/98.html 
CWE Id 98 
WASC Id 5 
Source ID 1 
 
High (Medium) Path Traversal 
Description The Path Traversal attack technique allows an attacker access to files, directories, and commands that potentially 
reside outside the web document root directory. An attacker may manipulate a URL in such a way that the web site 
will execute or reveal the contents of arbitrary files anywhere on the web server. Any device that exposes an 
HTTP-based interface is potentially vulnerable to Path Traversal. 
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Most web sites restrict user access to a specific portion of the file-system, typically called the "web document root" 
or "CGI root" directory. These directories contain the files intended for user access and the executable necessary 
to drive web application functionality. To access files or execute commands anywhere on the file-system, Path 
Traversal attacks will utilize the ability of special-characters sequences. 
 
The most basic Path Traversal attack uses the "../" special-character sequence to alter the resource location 
requested in the URL. Although most popular web servers will prevent this technique from escaping the web 
document root, alternate encodings of the "../" sequence may help bypass the security filters. These method 
variations include valid and invalid Unicode-encoding ("..%u2216" or "..%c0%af") of the forward slash character, 
backslash characters ("..\") on Windows-based servers, URL encoded characters "%2e%2e%2f"), and double URL 
encoding ("..%255c") of the backslash character. 
 
Even if the web server properly restricts Path Traversal attempts in the URL path, a web application itself may still 
be vulnerable due to improper handling of user-supplied input. This is a common problem of web applications that 
use template mechanisms or load static text from files. In variations of the attack, the original URL parameter value 
is substituted with the file name of one of the web application's dynamic scripts. Consequently, the results can 
reveal source code because the file is interpreted as text instead of an executable script. These techniques often 
employ additional special characters such as the dot (".") to reveal the listing of the current working directory, or 
"%00" NULL characters in order to bypass rudimentary file extension checks. 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/cboden/ratchet/tests/unit/Http/Guzzle/Http 
Method GET 
Parameter Http 
Attack Http 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80/genapptest/vendor/phpseclib/phpseclib 
Method GET 
Parameter phpseclib 
Attack phpseclib 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/cboden/ratchet/src/Ratchet/Http/Guzzle/Http 
Method GET 
Parameter Http 
Attack Http 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80/genapptest/vendor/composer/installed.json?query=c%3A%2F 
Method GET 
Parameter query 
Attack c:/ 
Evidence etc 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80//genapptest/vendor/autoload.php/auth/autoload.php 
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Method GET 
Parameter google 
Attack autoload.php 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80/genapptest/vendor/cboden/ratchet/tests/unit/Http/Guzzle/Http 
Method GET 
Parameter Http 
Attack Http 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80//genapptest/vendor/symfony/routing/Symfony/Component/Routing/Route.php/Route.php 
Method GET 
Parameter Annotation 
Attack Route.php 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80/genapptest/vendor/autoload.php/auth/autoload.php 
Method GET 
Parameter google 
Attack autoload.php 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80//genapptest/vendor/cboden/ratchet/tests/unit/Http/Guzzle/Http 
Method GET 
Parameter Http 
Attack Http 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80/genapptest/vendor/monolog/monolog 
Method GET 
Parameter monolog 
Attack monolog 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/monolog/monolog 
Method GET 
Parameter monolog 
Attack monolog 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/phpseclib/phpseclib/phpseclib 
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Method GET 
Parameter phpseclib 
Attack phpseclib 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80//genapptest/vendor/phpseclib/phpseclib 
Method GET 
Parameter phpseclib 
Attack phpseclib 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80/genapptest/vendor/cboden/ratchet/src/Ratchet/Http/Guzzle/Http 
Method GET 
Parameter Http 
Attack Http 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80/genapptest/vendor/phpseclib/phpseclib/phpseclib 
Method GET 
Parameter phpseclib 
Attack phpseclib 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80//genapptest/vendor/evenement/evenement 
Method GET 
Parameter evenement 
Attack evenement 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/phpseclib/phpseclib 
Method GET 
Parameter phpseclib 
Attack phpseclib 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80/genapptest/vendor/evenement/evenement 
Method GET 
Parameter evenement 
Attack evenement 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80/genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/src/Google/Exception.php/Exception.php 
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Method GET 
Parameter Task 
Attack Exception.php 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80/genapptest/vendor/composer/installed.json 
Method GET 
Parameter Host 
Attack c:/ 
Evidence etc 
Instances 32 
Solution Assume all input is malicious. Use an "accept known good" input validation strategy, i.e., use a whitelist of 
acceptable inputs that strictly conform to specifications. Reject any input that does not strictly conform to 
specifications, or transform it into something that does. Do not rely exclusively on looking for malicious or 
malformed inputs (i.e., do not rely on a blacklist). However, blacklists can be useful for detecting potential attacks 
or determining which inputs are so malformed that they should be rejected outright. 
 
When performing input validation, consider all potentially relevant properties, including length, type of input, the full 
range of acceptable values, missing or extra inputs, syntax, consistency across related fields, and conformance to 
business rules. As an example of business rule logic, "boat" may be syntactically valid because it only contains 
alphanumeric characters, but it is not valid if you are expecting colors such as "red" or "blue." 
 
For filenames, use stringent whitelists that limit the character set to be used. If feasible, only allow a single "." 
character in the filename to avoid weaknesses, and exclude directory separators such as "/". Use a whitelist of 
allowable file extensions. 
 
Warning: if you attempt to cleanse your data, then do so that the end result is not in the form that can be 
dangerous. A sanitizing mechanism can remove characters such as '.' and ';' which may be required for some 
exploits. An attacker can try to fool the sanitizing mechanism into "cleaning" data into a dangerous form. Suppose 
the attacker injects a '.' inside a filename (e.g. "sensi.tiveFile") and the sanitizing mechanism removes the character 
resulting in the valid filename, "sensitiveFile". If the input data are now assumed to be safe, then the file may be 
compromised. 
 
Inputs should be decoded and canonicalized to the application's current internal representation before being 
validated. Make sure that your application does not decode the same input twice. Such errors could be used to 
bypass whitelist schemes by introducing dangerous inputs after they have been checked. 
 
Use a built-in path canonicalization function (such as realpath() in C) that produces the canonical version of the 
pathname, which effectively removes ".." sequences and symbolic links. 
 
Run your code using the lowest privileges that are required to accomplish the necessary tasks. If possible, create 
isolated accounts with limited privileges that are only used for a single task. That way, a successful attack will not 
immediately give the attacker access to the rest of the software or its environment. For example, database 
applications rarely need to run as the database administrator, especially in day-to-day operations. 
 
When the set of acceptable objects, such as filenames or URLs, is limited or known, create a mapping from a set of 
fixed input values (such as numeric IDs) to the actual filenames or URLs, and reject all other inputs. 
 
Run your code in a "jail" or similar sandbox environment that enforces strict boundaries between the process and 
the operating system. This may effectively restrict which files can be accessed in a particular directory or which 
commands can be executed by your software. 
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OS-level examples include the Unix chroot jail, AppArmor, and SELinux. In general, managed code may provide 
some protection. For example, java.io.FilePermission in the Java SecurityManager allows you to specify 
restrictions on file operations. 
 
This may not be a feasible solution, and it only limits the impact to the operating system; the rest of your application 
may still be subject to compromise. 
Reference http://projects.webappsec.org/Path-Traversal 
http://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/22.html 
CWE Id 22 
WASC Id 33 
Source ID 1 
 
High (Medium) SQL Injection 
Description SQL injection may be possible. 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php?query=query+AND+1%3D1+--+ 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
query 
Attack query OR 1=1 -- 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
Origin 
Attack http://127.0.0.1 OR 1=1 -- 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
_project 
Attack OR 1=1 -- 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/sys_config/sys_pull.php?datetime=0%27+AND+%271%27%3D%271%27+--
+&_window=e1fef307-362c-47c9-a8a4-1225cdb627e9&_logon=tempUser 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
datetime 
Attack 0' OR '1'='1' -- 
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URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
Host 
Attack 127.0.0.1 OR 1=1 -- 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
_uuid 
Attack 994affa0-338b-11e8-8221-335b8ffb0341 OR 1=1 -- 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/sys_config/sys_pull.php?datetime=0&_window=e1fef307-362c-47c9-a8a4-
1225cdb627e9%27+AND+%271%27%3D%271%27+--+&_logon=tempUser 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
_window 
Attack e1fef307-362c-47c9-a8a4-1225cdb627e9' AND '1'='1' -- 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
User-Agent 
Attack Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/60.0.3112.113 Safari/537.36 
OR 1=1 -- 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
password 
Attack passwordpassword AND 1=1 -- 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
Referer 
Attack http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ OR 1=1 -- 
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URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
_uuid 
Attack 9de03f30-338b-11e8-8221-335b8ffb0341 OR 1=1 -- 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
password 
Attack passwordpassword AND 1=1 -- 
Instances 12 
Solution Do not trust client side input, even if there is client side validation in place. 
In general, type check all data on the server side. 
If the application uses JDBC, use PreparedStatement or CallableStatement, with parameters passed by '?' 
If the application uses ASP, use ADO Command Objects with strong type checking and parameterized queries. 
If database Stored Procedures can be used, use them. 
Do *not* concatenate strings into queries in the stored procedure, or use 'exec', 'exec immediate', or equivalent 
functionality! 
Do not create dynamic SQL queries using simple string concatenation. 
Escape all data received from the client. 
Apply a 'whitelist' of allowed characters, or a 'blacklist' of disallowed characters in user input. 
Apply the principle of least privilege by using the least privileged database user possible. 
In particular, avoid using the 'sa' or 'db-owner' database users. This does not eliminate SQL injection, but 
minimizes its impact. 
Grant the minimum database access that is necessary for the application. 
Other information The page results were successfully manipulated using the boolean conditions [query AND 1=1 -- ] and [query OR 
1=1 -- ] 
The parameter value being modified was stripped from the HTML output for the purposes of the comparison 
Data was NOT returned for the original parameter. 
The vulnerability was detected by successfully retrieving more data than originally returned, by manipulating the 
parameter 
Reference https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Top_10_2010-A1 
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/SQL_Injection_Prevention_Cheat_Sheet 
CWE Id 89 
WASC Id 19 
Source ID 1 
 
High (Medium) Remote OS Command Injection 
Description Attack technique used for unauthorized execution of operating system commands. This attack is possible when an 
application accepts untrusted input to build operating system commands in an insecure manner involving improper 
data sanitization, and/or improper calling of external programs. 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/tools/center.php 
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Method POST 
Paramet
er 
_uuid 
Attack b5ed5220-338b-11e8-8221-335b8ffb0341&sleep 15& 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/tools/align.php 
Method POST 
Paramet
er 
_uuid 
Attack ecdf5490-338b-11e8-8221-335b8ffb0341&sleep 15& 
Instances 2 
Solution If at all possible, use library calls rather than external processes to recreate the desired functionality. 
 
Run your code in a "jail" or similar sandbox environment that enforces strict boundaries between the process and 
the operating system. This may effectively restrict which files can be accessed in a particular directory or which 
commands can be executed by your software. 
 
OS-level examples include the Unix chroot jail, AppArmor, and SELinux. In general, managed code may provide 
some protection. For example, java.io.FilePermission in the Java SecurityManager allows you to specify restrictions 
on file operations. 
This may not be a feasible solution, and it only limits the impact to the operating system; the rest of your application 
may still be subject to compromise. 
 
For any data that will be used to generate a command to be executed, keep as much of that data out of external 
control as possible. For example, in web applications, this may require storing the command locally in the session's 
state instead of sending it out to the client in a hidden form field. 
 
Use a vetted library or framework that does not allow this weakness to occur or provides constructs that make this 
weakness easier to avoid. 
 
For example, consider using the ESAPI Encoding control or a similar tool, library, or framework. These will help the 
programmer encode outputs in a manner less prone to error. 
 
If you need to use dynamically-generated query strings or commands in spite of the risk, properly quote arguments 
and escape any special characters within those arguments. The most conservative approach is to escape or filter all 
characters that do not pass an extremely strict whitelist (such as everything that is not alphanumeric or white 
space). If some special characters are still needed, such as white space, wrap each argument in quotes after the 
escaping/filtering step. Be careful of argument injection. 
 
If the program to be executed allows arguments to be specified within an input file or from standard input, then 
consider using that mode to pass arguments instead of the command line. 
 
If available, use structured mechanisms that automatically enforce the separation between data and code. These 
mechanisms may be able to provide the relevant quoting, encoding, and validation automatically, instead of relying 
on the developer to provide this capability at every point where output is generated. 
 
Some languages offer multiple functions that can be used to invoke commands. Where possible, identify any 
function that invokes a command shell using a single string, and replace it with a function that requires individual 
arguments. These functions typically perform appropriate quoting and filtering of arguments. For example, in C, the 
system() function accepts a string that contains the entire command to be executed, whereas execl(), execve(), and 
others require an array of strings, one for each argument. In Windows, CreateProcess() only accepts one command 
at a time. In Perl, if system() is provided with an array of arguments, then it will quote each of the arguments. 
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Assume all input is malicious. Use an "accept known good" input validation strategy, i.e., use a whitelist of 
acceptable inputs that strictly conform to specifications. Reject any input that does not strictly conform to 
specifications, or transform it into something that does. Do not rely exclusively on looking for malicious or malformed 
inputs (i.e., do not rely on a blacklist). However, blacklists can be useful for detecting potential attacks or 
determining which inputs are so malformed that they should be rejected outright. 
 
When performing input validation, consider all potentially relevant properties, including length, type of input, the full 
range of acceptable values, missing or extra inputs, syntax, consistency across related fields, and conformance to 
business rules. As an example of business rule logic, "boat" may be syntactically valid because it only contains 
alphanumeric characters, but it is not valid if you are expecting colors such as "red" or "blue." 
 
When constructing OS command strings, use stringent whitelists that limit the character set based on the expected 
value of the parameter in the request. This will indirectly limit the scope of an attack, but this technique is less 
important than proper output encoding and escaping. 
 
Note that proper output encoding, escaping, and quoting is the most effective solution for preventing OS command 
injection, although input validation may provide some defense-in-depth. This is because it effectively limits what will 
appear in output. Input validation will not always prevent OS command injection, especially if you are required to 
support free-form text fields that could contain arbitrary characters. For example, when invoking a mail program, you 
might need to allow the subject field to contain otherwise-dangerous inputs like ";" and ">" characters, which would 
need to be escaped or otherwise handled. In this case, stripping the character might reduce the risk of OS 
command injection, but it would produce incorrect behavior because the subject field would not be recorded as the 
user intended. This might seem to be a minor inconvenience, but it could be more important when the program 
relies on well-structured subject lines in order to pass messages to other components. 
 
Even if you make a mistake in your validation (such as forgetting one out of 100 input fields), appropriate encoding 
is still likely to protect you from injection-based attacks. As long as it is not done in isolation, input validation is still a 
useful technique, since it may significantly reduce your attack surface, allow you to detect some attacks, and 
provide other security benefits that proper encoding does not address. 
Reference http://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/78.html 
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Command_Injection 
CWE Id 78 
WASC Id 31 
Source ID 1 
 
Medium (Medium) Directory Browsing 
Description It is possible to view the directory listing. Directory listing may reveal hidden scripts, include files , backup source 
files etc which can be accessed to read sensitive information. 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/symfony/http-foundation/Symfony/Component/HttpFoundation/Session/ 
Method GET 
Attack Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80//genapptest/vendor/guzzle/http/Guzzle/Http/Curl/ 
Method GET 
Attack Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80//genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient/tests/examples/ 
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Method GET 
Attack Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/guzzle/parser/Guzzle/Parser/Cookie/ 
Method GET 
Attack Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/phpseclib/phpseclib/phpseclib/File/ 
Method GET 
Attack Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/symfony/routing/Symfony/Component/Routing/Matcher/ 
Method GET 
Attack Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/guzzle/stream/ 
Method GET 
Attack Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/monolog/monolog/src/Monolog/Formatter/ 
Method GET 
Attack Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80//genapptest/vendor/symfony/http-
foundation/Symfony/Component/HttpFoundation/Tests/Session/Attribute/ 
Method GET 
Attack Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80//genapptest/vendor/react/zmq/tests/React/ZMQ/ 
Method GET 
Attack Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/psr/cache/src/ 
Method GET 
Attack Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80//genapptest/vendor/monolog/monolog/src/Monolog/Processor/ 
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Method GET 
Attack Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/symfony/http-foundation/Symfony/Component/HttpFoundation/Tests/ 
Method GET 
Attack Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/google/auth/tests/Cache/ 
Method GET 
Attack Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80//genapptest/vendor/google/apiclient-services/tests/ 
Method GET 
Attack Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/j2s/J/render/ 
Method GET 
Attack Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/symfony/http-
foundation/Symfony/Component/HttpFoundation/Tests/Session/Storage/ 
Method GET 
Attack Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/results/5aa97131c60cf/ 
Method GET 
Attack Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/vendor/cboden/ratchet/src/Ratchet/WebSocket/Encoding/ 
Method GET 
Attack Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1:80//genapptest/vendor/cboden/ratchet/tests/unit/Wamp/ 
Method GET 
Attack Parent Directory 
Instances 548 
Solution Disable directory browsing. If this is required, make sure the listed files does not induce risks. 
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Reference http://httpd.apache.org/docs/mod/core.html#options 
http://alamo.satlug.org/pipermail/satlug/2002-February/000053.html 
 
CWE Id 548 
WASC Id 48 
Source ID 1 
 
Medium (Medium) X-Frame-Options Header Not Set 
Description X-Frame-Options header is not included in the HTTP response to protect against 'ClickJacking' attacks. 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/?C=N;O=D 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/pngs/?C=M;O=D 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/etc/sys_login.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/pngs/?C=M;O=A 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/sys_config/sys_joblocked.php?_window=e1fef307-362c-47c9-a8a4-
1225cdb627e9&_logon=&_submitpolicy=all 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/js/?C=D;O=A 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
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URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/pngs/?C=N;O=D 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/?C=M;O=D 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/js/?C=D;O=D 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/pngs/?C=N;O=A 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/analyze.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/pngs/?C=D;O=A 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/?C=M;O=A 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/js/?C=M;O=D 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/etc/sys_file_manager.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/sys_config/sys_files.php?_window=e1fef307-362c-47c9-a8a4-
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1225cdb627e9&_spec=fc_cache&_spec_dir=Li9ub19wcm9qZWN0X3NwZWNpZmllZA== 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/js/?C=M;O=A 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/tools/data_interpolation.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/etc/sys_user_config.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
Instances 59 
Solution Most modern Web browsers support the X-Frame-Options HTTP header. Ensure it's set on all web pages 
returned by your site (if you expect the page to be framed only by pages on your server (e.g. it's part of a 
FRAMESET) then you'll want to use SAMEORIGIN, otherwise if you never expect the page to be framed, you 
should use DENY. ALLOW-FROM allows specific websites to frame the web page in supported web 
browsers). 
Reference http://blogs.msdn.com/b/ieinternals/archive/2010/03/30/combating-clickjacking-with-x-frame-options.aspx 
CWE Id 16 
WASC Id 15 
Source ID 3 
 
Medium (Medium) Application Error Disclosure 
Description This page contains an error/warning message that may disclose sensitive information like the location of the file 
that produced the unhandled exception. This information can be used to launch further attacks against the web 
application. The alert could be a false positive if the error message is found inside a documentation page. 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/js/?C=D;O=D 
Method GET 
Evidence Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/pngs/?C=S;O=D 
Method GET 
Evidence Parent Directory 
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URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/js/ga.min.js 
Method GET 
Evidence internal error 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/pngs/?C=D;O=D 
Method GET 
Evidence Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/js/?C=S;O=D 
Method GET 
Evidence Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/pngs/?C=D;O=A 
Method GET 
Evidence Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/js/?C=D;O=A 
Method GET 
Evidence Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/pngs/ 
Method GET 
Evidence Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/pngs/?C=S;O=A 
Method GET 
Evidence Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/js/genapp.js 
Method GET 
Evidence internal error 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/js/?C=S;O=A 
Method GET 
Evidence Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/pngs/?C=M;O=D 
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Method GET 
Evidence Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/pngs/?C=M;O=A 
Method GET 
Evidence Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/js/ga.js 
Method GET 
Evidence internal error 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/css/?C=S;O=A 
Method GET 
Evidence Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/css/?C=M;O=D 
Method GET 
Evidence Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/js/?C=N;O=A 
Method GET 
Evidence Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/css/?C=M;O=A 
Method GET 
Evidence Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/js/ 
Method GET 
Evidence Parent Directory 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/css/?C=S;O=D 
Method GET 
Evidence Parent Directory 
Instances 30 
Solution Review the source code of this page. Implement custom error pages. Consider implementing a mechanism to 
provide a unique error reference/identifier to the client (browser) while logging the details on the server side and 
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not exposing them to the user. 
Reference  
CWE Id 200 
WASC Id 13 
Source ID 3 
 
Low (Medium) Web Browser XSS Protection Not Enabled 
Description Web Browser XSS Protection is not enabled, or is disabled by the configuration of the 'X-XSS-Protection' 
HTTP response header on the web server 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/css/?C=S;O=D 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/js/.svn/wc.db 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/css/?C=D;O=A 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/tools.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/%5C%22etc/.svn/entries 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/etc/sys_job_manager.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/css/ 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
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URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/%5C%22etc/.git/index 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/js/?C=N;O=D 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/analyze/analyze_1.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/pngs/?C=N;O=A 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/css/?C=D;O=D 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL http://127.0.0.1/robots.txt 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/js/.svn/entries 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/.git/index 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL http://127.0.0.1/.svn/wc.db 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/js/ 
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Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL http://127.0.0.1/ 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/tools/center.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/etc/sys_register.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
Instances 85 
Solution Ensure that the web browser's XSS filter is enabled, by setting the X-XSS-Protection HTTP response header 
to '1'. 
Other information The X-XSS-Protection HTTP response header allows the web server to enable or disable the web browser's 
XSS protection mechanism. The following values would attempt to enable it: 
X-XSS-Protection: 1; mode=block 
X-XSS-Protection: 1; report=http://www.example.com/xss 
The following values would disable it: 
X-XSS-Protection: 0 
The X-XSS-Protection HTTP response header is currently supported on Internet Explorer, Chrome and Safari 
(WebKit). 
Note that this alert is only raised if the response body could potentially contain an XSS payload (with a text-
based content type, with a non-zero length). 
Reference https://www.owasp.org/index.php/XSS_(Cross_Site_Scripting)_Prevention_Cheat_Sheet 
https://blog.veracode.com/2014/03/guidelines-for-setting-security-headers/ 
CWE Id 933 
WASC Id 14 
Source ID 3 
 
Low (Medium) X-Content-Type-Options Header Missing 
Description The Anti-MIME-Sniffing header X-Content-Type-Options was not set to 'nosniff'. This allows older versions of 
Internet Explorer and Chrome to perform MIME-sniffing on the response body, potentially causing the 
response body to be interpreted and displayed as a content type other than the declared content type. 
Current (early 2014) and legacy versions of Firefox will use the declared content type (if one is set), rather 
than performing MIME-sniffing. 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/get_results.php?tagmode=any&format=json&_window=e1fef307-362c-47c9-
a8a4-1225cdb627e9&_logon=tempUser&_uuid=fb5236a0-338b-11e8-8221-
335b8ffb0341&_getlastmsg=0&_getinput=false 
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Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/ 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/sys_config/sys_license.php?tagmode=any&format=json&_window=e1fef307
-362c-47c9-a8a4-1225cdb627e9&_logon=tempUser 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/pngs/skull.png 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/tools/center.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/tools/filetest.php 
Method POST 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/sys_config/sys_pull.php?xsedeproject=0&project=0&visible=0&_window=e1f
ef307-362c-47c9-a8a4-1225cdb627e9&_logon=tempUser 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/js/ga.min.js 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/tools/filetest.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/js/?C=N;O=A 
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Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/j2s/core/corescript.z.js 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/etc/sys_file_manager.php 
Method POST 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/sys_config/sys_files.php?_window=e1fef307-362c-47c9-a8a4-
1225cdb627e9&_spec=fc_cache&_spec_dir=Li9ub19wcm9qZWN0X3NwZWNpZmllZA== 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/css/bokeh-widgets-0.12.7.min.css 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/pngs/toast.png 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/css/?C=S;O=A 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/js/grid.locale-en.js 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/j2s/core/core.z.js 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/js/JSmol.min.nojq.js 
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Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL http://127.0.0.1/icons/text.gif 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
Instances 152 
Solution Ensure that the application/web server sets the Content-Type header appropriately, and that it sets the X-
Content-Type-Options header to 'nosniff' for all web pages. 
If possible, ensure that the end user uses a standards-compliant and modern web browser that does not 
perform MIME-sniffing at all, or that can be directed by the web application/web server to not perform MIME-
sniffing. 
Other information This issue still applies to error type pages (401, 403, 500, etc) as those pages are often still affected by 
injection issues, in which case there is still concern for browsers sniffing pages away from their actual content 
type. 
At "High" threshold this scanner will not alert on client or server error responses. 
Reference http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ie/gg622941%28v=vs.85%29.aspx 
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/List_of_useful_HTTP_headers 
CWE Id 16 
WASC Id 15 
Source ID 3 
 
Low (Medium) Cookie No HttpOnly Flag 
Description A cookie has been set without the HttpOnly flag, which means that the cookie can be accessed by 
JavaScript. If a malicious script can be run on this page then the cookie will be accessible and can be 
transmitted to another site. If this is a session cookie then session hijacking may be possible. 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_wind
ow=70643113-51f1-4ea7-8669-c1a68bfa28c9&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_wind
ow=e1fef307-362c-47c9-a8a4-1225cdb627e9&_groups=1 
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Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
Instances 3 
Solution Ensure that the HttpOnly flag is set for all cookies. 
Reference http://www.owasp.org/index.php/HttpOnly 
CWE Id 16 
WASC Id 13 
Source ID 3 
 
Low (Medium) Password Autocomplete in Browser 
Description The AUTOCOMPLETE attribute is not disabled on an HTML FORM/INPUT element containing password 
type input. Passwords may be stored in browsers and retrieved. 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/etc/sys_register.html 
Method GET 
Parameter password1 
Evidence <input type="password" name="password1" id="password1" required pattern=".{10,}" size="30" 
class="help_link"> 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/etc/sys_user_config.html 
Method GET 
Parameter password 
Evidence <input type="password" name="password" id="password" required pattern=".{10,}" size="30"> 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/etc/sys_register.html 
Method GET 
Parameter password2 
Evidence <input type="password" name="password2" id="password2" required pattern=".{10,}" size="30" 
class="help_link"> 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/etc/sys_user_config.html 
Method GET 
Parameter password1 
Evidence <input type="password" name="password1" id="password1" required pattern=".{10,}" size="30" 
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class="help_link"> 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/etc/sys_login.html 
Method GET 
Parameter password 
Evidence <input type="password" name="password" id="password" required pattern=".{10,}" size="30" 
class="help_link"> 
URL http://127.0.0.1/genapptest/etc/sys_user_config.html 
Method GET 
Parameter password2 
Evidence <input type="password" name="password2" id="password2" required pattern=".{10,}" size="30" 
class="help_link"> 
Instances 6 
Solution Turn off the AUTOCOMPLETE attribute in forms or individual input elements containing password inputs by 
using AUTOCOMPLETE='OFF'. 
Reference http://www.w3schools.com/tags/att_input_autocomplete.asp 
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms533486%28v=vs.85%29.aspx 
CWE Id 525 
WASC Id 15 
Source ID 3 
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Appendix J: OWASP ZAP Report of NAMDrunner on Jetstream 
 
This is the output of the OWASP ZAP scanning utility on the Jetstream installation of 
NAMDrunner, performed April 11, 2018. This scan was the initial scan of the website and was 
used to inform changes to the web server configuration. 
 ZAP Scanning Report 
Summary of Alerts 
Risk Level Number of Alerts 
High 1 
Medium 2 
Low 7 
Informational 0 
 
Alert Detail 
High (Medium) SQL Injection 
Description SQL injection may be possible. 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_pull.php?xsedeproject=0&project=0&visible=0&_window=fcf3fb3e-
9c80-4f1f-afc0-1e2b666e1726%25%27++--+&_logon=testuser5 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
_window 
Attack fcf3fb3e-9c80-4f1f-afc0-1e2b666e1726%' -- 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
_project 
Attack " AND "1"="1 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
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Paramete
r 
_window 
Attack 8554f0f6-69ad-419f-fed2-4f170567e920" AND "1"="1 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
_logon 
Attack " AND "1"="1 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
_uuid 
Attack 7926cd50-3c26-11e8-b1a1-abfb2f0da741" AND "1"="1 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
_project 
Attack ' OR '1'='1' -- 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
_uuid 
Attack 01190c50-3c27-11e8-b1a1-abfb2f0da741" AND "1"="1 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
_uuid 
Attack 000a3050-3d17-11e8-8c00-ed387a3ea6d1" AND "1"="1 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete _window 
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r 
Attack 8554f0f6-69ad-419f-fed2-4f170567e920 OR 1=1 -- 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
_changeemail 
Attack ' AND '1'='1' -- 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php?query=query+AND+1%3D1+--+ 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
query 
Attack query OR 1=1 -- 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
_logon 
Attack AND 1=1 -- 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
_uuid 
Attack 63e647e0-3c26-11e8-b1a1-abfb2f0da741" AND "1"="1 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_pull.php?datetime=0&_window=fcf3fb3e-
9c80-4f1f-afc0-1e2b666e1726%27+AND+%271%27%3D%271%27+--+&_logon=testuser5 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
_window 
Attack fcf3fb3e-9c80-4f1f-afc0-1e2b666e1726' AND '1'='1' -- 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
_uuid 
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Attack 3782cbf0-3c27-11e8-b1a1-abfb2f0da741" AND "1"="1 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
_uuid 
Attack 22421f70-3c27-11e8-b1a1-abfb2f0da741 OR 1=1 -- 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
_changeemail2 
Attack qrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyztestEmail@website.comqrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklmnopqrqrstuvwxyzabcde
fghijklmnopqrqrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklmnopqrqrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklmnopqrqrstuvwxyzabcdef OR 1=1 -- 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
_uuid 
Attack 14fb6150-3c27-11e8-b1a1-abfb2f0da741" AND "1"="1 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
_uuid 
Attack 71bbd880-3c26-11e8-b1a1-abfb2f0da741" AND "1"="1 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
_uuid 
Attack 9820cb70-3c26-11e8-b1a1-abfb2f0da741" AND "1"="1 
Instances 58 
Solution Do not trust client side input, even if there is client side validation in place. 
In general, type check all data on the server side. 
If the application uses JDBC, use PreparedStatement or CallableStatement, with parameters passed by '?' 
If the application uses ASP, use ADO Command Objects with strong type checking and parameterized queries. 
If database Stored Procedures can be used, use them. 
Do *not* concatenate strings into queries in the stored procedure, or use 'exec', 'exec immediate', or equivalent 
functionality! 
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Do not create dynamic SQL queries using simple string concatenation. 
Escape all data received from the client. 
Apply a 'whitelist' of allowed characters, or a 'blacklist' of disallowed characters in user input. 
Apply the principle of least privilege by using the least privileged database user possible. 
In particular, avoid using the 'sa' or 'db-owner' database users. This does not eliminate SQL injection, but 
minimizes its impact. 
Grant the minimum database access that is necessary for the application. 
Other information The page results were successfully manipulated using the boolean conditions [fcf3fb3e-9c80-4f1f-afc0-
1e2b666e1726%' -- ] and [fcf3fb3e-9c80-4f1f-afc0-1e2b666e1726XYZABCDEFGHIJ' -- ] 
The parameter value being modified was NOT stripped from the HTML output for the purposes of the 
comparison 
Data was returned for the original parameter. 
The vulnerability was detected by successfully restricting the data originally returned, by manipulating the 
parameter 
Reference https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Top_10_2010-A1 
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/SQL_Injection_Prevention_Cheat_Sheet 
CWE Id 89 
WASC Id 19 
Source ID 1 
 
Medium (Medium) X-Frame-Options Header Not Set 
Description X-Frame-Options header is not included in the HTTP response to protect against 'ClickJacking' attacks. 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/namdrunner/namd_run.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B+this.id+
%2B+%27&apc=on&aux_file=test_file.txt&coor_location=test_file.txt&entire_archive=test_file.txt&namdversion=
212o202gcc630O2&os_flavor=m1_small&os_total_procs=1&projectname=ZAP&psf_location=test_file.txt&script
_location=test_file.txt&select_uploader=archive&toppar_location=test_file.txt 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
X-Frame-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_files.php?_window=fcf3fb3e-9c80-4f1f-afc0-
1e2b666e1726&_spec=fc_cache&_spec_dir=Li9wcm9qZWN0MS9fbG9n 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
X-Frame-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_joblocked.php?_window=fcf3fb3e-9c80-4f1f-
afc0-1e2b666e1726&_logon=testuser5&_submitpolicy=login 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
X-Frame-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/etc/sys_user_config.html 
Method GET 
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Paramete
r 
X-Frame-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/?apprun=1 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
X-Frame-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/etc/sys_job_manager.html 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
X-Frame-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/etc/sys_file_manager.html 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
X-Frame-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/etc/sys_login.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B+this.id+%2B+%27&for
gotpassword=on&password=ZAP&status&userid=ZAP 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
X-Frame-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/etc/sys_register.html?status 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
X-Frame-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/namdrunner/namd_run.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B+this.id+
%2B+%27&apc=on&aux_file=test_file.txt&coor_location=test_file.txt&entire_archive=test_file.txt&namdversion=
212o202gcc630O2&os_flavor=m1_small&os_total_procs=1&progress_text&projectname=ZAP&psf_location=te
st_file.txt&script_location=test_file.txt&select_uploader=archive&toppar_location=test_file.txt 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
X-Frame-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/etc/sys_login.html?status 
Method GET 
Paramete X-Frame-Options 
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r 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/disclaimer_menu.html 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
X-Frame-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
X-Frame-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/Acknowledgements_menu.html 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
X-Frame-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/about_namdrunner_menu.html 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
X-Frame-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/etc/sys_job_manager.html?messages 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
X-Frame-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_files.php?_window=fcf3fb3e-9c80-4f1f-afc0-
1e2b666e1726&_spec=fc_cache&_spec_dir=Li9SdW5fcHJvamVjdDE= 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
X-Frame-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_job_manager.php 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
X-Frame-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_captcha_verify.php?_window=f69cdab7-
2309-464e-911d-cad1898ebd00&captcha=a4exww&id=%2Fy6oFquzcaLuLyPgimTN6rJaHxw%3D 
Method GET 
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Paramete
r 
X-Frame-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_job_manager.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
X-Frame-Options 
Instances 60 
Solution Most modern Web browsers support the X-Frame-Options HTTP header. Ensure it's set on all web pages 
returned by your site (if you expect the page to be framed only by pages on your server (e.g. it's part of a 
FRAMESET) then you'll want to use SAMEORIGIN, otherwise if you never expect the page to be framed, you 
should use DENY. ALLOW-FROM allows specific websites to frame the web page in supported web browsers). 
Reference http://blogs.msdn.com/b/ieinternals/archive/2010/03/30/combating-clickjacking-with-x-frame-options.aspx 
CWE Id 16 
WASC Id 15 
Source ID 3 
 
Medium (Medium) Application Error Disclosure 
Description This page contains an error/warning message that may disclose sensitive information like the location of the file 
that produced the unhandled exception. This information can be used to launch further attacks against the web 
application. The alert could be a false positive if the error message is found inside a documentation page. 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/js/genapp.js 
Method GET 
Evidence internal error 
Instances 1 
Solution Review the source code of this page. Implement custom error pages. Consider implementing a mechanism to 
provide a unique error reference/identifier to the client (browser) while logging the details on the server side and 
not exposing them to the user. 
Reference  
CWE Id 200 
WASC Id 13 
Source ID 3 
 
Low (Medium) Web Browser XSS Protection Not Enabled 
Description Web Browser XSS Protection is not enabled, or is disabled by the configuration of the 'X-XSS-Protection' HTTP 
response header on the web server 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org:443/namdrunner/log/ 
Method GET 
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Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/results/.git 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/namdrunner/ 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/removed/ 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/welcome_menu/welcome.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/utilities/catdcd.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/demo/.git/.svn/wc.db 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/js/.git/.svn 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/about_namdrunner_menu/.svn/entries 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/.svn/.git/index 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
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URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/pngs/.git/.svn/entries 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/ 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/css/.git 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/demo/Test_protein/ 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/etc/sys_user_config.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B+this.id+%2B+%
27&changeemail=on&changepassword=on&colorbg=%23ffffff&colortext=%23ffffff&email1=foo-
bar%40example.com&email2=foo-
bar%40example.com&newproject=on&newprojectdesc&newprojectname=ZAP&newxsedeproject=on&newxsed
eprojectid=ZAP&password=ZAP&password1=ZAP&password2=ZAP&projectshare=on&status&updatecolors=o
n&visible=on 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/log/ 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/results/.svn/.git/index 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/removed/.git/index 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/log/.git/.svn/entries 
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Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/css/.svn/.git/index 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
Instances 315 
Solution Ensure that the web browser's XSS filter is enabled, by setting the X-XSS-Protection HTTP response header to 
'1'. 
Other information The X-XSS-Protection HTTP response header allows the web server to enable or disable the web browser's 
XSS protection mechanism. The following values would attempt to enable it: 
X-XSS-Protection: 1; mode=block 
X-XSS-Protection: 1; report=http://www.example.com/xss 
The following values would disable it: 
X-XSS-Protection: 0 
The X-XSS-Protection HTTP response header is currently supported on Internet Explorer, Chrome and Safari 
(WebKit). 
Note that this alert is only raised if the response body could potentially contain an XSS payload (with a text-
based content type, with a non-zero length). 
Reference https://www.owasp.org/index.php/XSS_(Cross_Site_Scripting)_Prevention_Cheat_Sheet 
https://blog.veracode.com/2014/03/guidelines-for-setting-security-headers/ 
CWE Id 933 
WASC Id 14 
Source ID 3 
 
Low (Medium) X-Content-Type-Options Header Missing 
Description The Anti-MIME-Sniffing header X-Content-Type-Options was not set to 'nosniff'. This allows older versions of 
Internet Explorer and Chrome to perform MIME-sniffing on the response body, potentially causing the 
response body to be interpreted and displayed as a content type other than the declared content type. Current 
(early 2014) and legacy versions of Firefox will use the declared content type (if one is set), rather than 
performing MIME-sniffing. 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_captcha.php?_window=eeb9cac4-ab95-
44d8-b2e5-ccb1581921f9 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/namdrunner/namd_run.php 
Method POST 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/etc/sys_login.html 
Method GET 
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Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_license.php?tagmode=any&format=json&_window=32cb8299-
1422-4923-ea54-ea1d9edfa0ab&_logon=testuser5 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/css/jstree.min.css 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/welcome_menu.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/about_namdrunner_menu/aboutnamdrunner.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/utilities/catdcd.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B+this.id+%2B+
%27&file_to_process=test_file.txt&framesmanipulation=on&indexfile=test_file.txt&outputname=ZAP&projectna
me=ZAP&systemmanipulation=on 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_joblocked.php?_window=01ac568b-626d-
481e-e436-fcfe76f95a86&_logon=&_submitpolicy=all 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_uid.php?_=1523402778578 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/etc/sys_job_manager.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B+this.id+%2B
+%27&action=refresh&messages 
Method GET 
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Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_files.php?_window=fcf3fb3e-9c80-4f1f-afc0-
1e2b666e1726&_spec=fc_cache&_spec_dir=Li9SdW5fcHJvamVjdDEvX2xvZw== 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/utilities.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/etc/sys_file_manager.php 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=eb
5116a2-b1cc-4da1-997e-a7f6d8a42dd6&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_uid.php?_=1523297938138 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_user_config.php 
Method POST 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/Acknowledgements_menu/acknowledgements.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_uid.php?_=1523402692508 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_joblocked.php?_window=8554f0f6-69ad-
419f-fed2-4f170567e920&_logon=&_submitpolicy=all 
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Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
Instances 127 
Solution Ensure that the application/web server sets the Content-Type header appropriately, and that it sets the X-
Content-Type-Options header to 'nosniff' for all web pages. 
If possible, ensure that the end user uses a standards-compliant and modern web browser that does not 
perform MIME-sniffing at all, or that can be directed by the web application/web server to not perform MIME-
sniffing. 
Other information This issue still applies to error type pages (401, 403, 500, etc) as those pages are often still affected by 
injection issues, in which case there is still concern for browsers sniffing pages away from their actual content 
type. 
At "High" threshold this scanner will not alert on client or server error responses. 
Reference http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ie/gg622941%28v=vs.85%29.aspx 
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/List_of_useful_HTTP_headers 
CWE Id 16 
WASC Id 15 
Source ID 3 
 
Low (Medium) Incomplete or No Cache-control and Pragma HTTP Header Set 
Description The cache-control and pragma HTTP header have not been set properly or are missing allowing the browser 
and proxies to cache content. 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/css/jstree.min.css 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/about_namdrunner_menu/aboutnamdrunner.html 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/welcome_menu.html 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/etc/sys_login.html 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
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URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/disclaimer_menu/disclaimer.html 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_uid.php?_=1523402780997 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_uid.php?_=1523402261232 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_uid.php?_=1523297938138 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_uid.php?_=1523299599746 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_uid.php?_=1523402822864 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/utilities/catdcd.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B+this.id+%2B+
%27&file_to_process=test_file.txt&framesmanipulation=on&indexfile=test_file.txt&outputname=ZAP&projectna
me=ZAP&systemmanipulation=on 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_uid.php?_=1523402778578 
Method GET 
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Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/etc/sys_job_manager.html?messages 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_uid.php?_=1523402692508 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/etc/sys_user_config.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B+this.id+%2B+
%27&changeemail=on&changepassword=on&colorbg=%23ffffff&colortext=%23ffffff&email1=foo-
bar%40example.com&email2=foo-
bar%40example.com&newproject=on&newprojectdesc&newprojectname=ZAP&newxsedeproject=on&newxse
deprojectid=ZAP&password=ZAP&password1=ZAP&password2=ZAP&projectshare=on&status&updatecolors
=on&visible=on 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_uid.php?_=1523402983601 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/welcome_menu/welcome.html 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/namdrunner/namd_run.html 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/utilities.html 
Method GET 
Paramete Cache-Control 
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r 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/etc/sys_file_manager.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B+this.id+
%2B+%27&compression=tar 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
Instances 65 
Solution Whenever possible ensure the cache-control HTTP header is set with no-cache, no-store, must-revalidate; 
and that the pragma HTTP header is set with no-cache. 
Reference https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Session_Management_Cheat_Sheet#Web_Content_Caching 
CWE Id 525 
WASC Id 13 
Source ID 3 
 
Low (Medium) Cookie Without Secure Flag 
Description A cookie has been set without the secure flag, which means that the cookie can be accessed via unencrypted 
connections. 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=b
156ec8c-c194-4259-ddf2-ecc986a61a29&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_joblocked.php?_window=8554f0f6-69ad-
419f-fed2-4f170567e920&_logon=&_submitpolicy=all 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
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URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_joblocked.php?_window=eeb9cac4-ab95-
44d8-b2e5-ccb1581921f9&_logon=&_submitpolicy=all 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php?query=query+AND+1%3D1+--+ 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=e
eb9cac4-ab95-44d8-b2e5-ccb1581921f9&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=9
56e35f7-fa3e-419c-9785-ae780ea217cb&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=fc
f3fb3e-9c80-4f1f-afc0-1e2b666e1726&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/get_results.php?tagmode=any&format=json&_window=fcf3fb3e-9c80-4f1f-afc0-
1e2b666e1726&_logon=testuser5&_uuid=fa918b10-3d15-11e8-98e1-
05bcc915b7b5&_getlastmsg=0&_getinput=false 
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Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=8
554f0f6-69ad-419f-fed2-4f170567e920&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=f6
9cdab7-2309-464e-911d-cad1898ebd00&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=a
0f07348-f764-4ffe-9645-d53402303378&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=3
2cb8299-1422-4923-ea54-ea1d9edfa0ab&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Paramete PHPSESSID 
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r 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/etc/sys_file_manager.php 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=e
b5116a2-b1cc-4da1-997e-a7f6d8a42dd6&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=0
1ac568b-626d-481e-e436-fcfe76f95a86&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=2
2eb65d7-fce9-4dfd-ffba-c12f64ba16de&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
Instances 18 
Solution Whenever a cookie contains sensitive information or is a session token, then it should always be passed using 
an encrypted channel. Ensure that the secure flag is set for cookies containing such sensitive information. 
Reference http://www.owasp.org/index.php/Testing_for_cookies_attributes_(OWASP-SM-002) 
CWE Id 614 
WASC Id 13 
Source ID 3 
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Low (Medium) Cookie No HttpOnly Flag 
Description A cookie has been set without the HttpOnly flag, which means that the cookie can be accessed by 
JavaScript. If a malicious script can be run on this page then the cookie will be accessible and can be 
transmitted to another site. If this is a session cookie then session hijacking may be possible. 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Parameter PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=
32cb8299-1422-4923-ea54-ea1d9edfa0ab&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Parameter PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=
eb5116a2-b1cc-4da1-997e-a7f6d8a42dd6&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Parameter PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=
22eb65d7-fce9-4dfd-ffba-c12f64ba16de&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Parameter PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=
01ac568b-626d-481e-e436-fcfe76f95a86&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Parameter PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=f
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cf3fb3e-9c80-4f1f-afc0-1e2b666e1726&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Parameter PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=
a0f07348-f764-4ffe-9645-d53402303378&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Parameter PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method GET 
Parameter PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/etc/sys_file_manager.php 
Method GET 
Parameter PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/get_results.php?tagmode=any&format=json&_window=fcf3fb3e-9c80-4f1f-afc0-
1e2b666e1726&_logon=testuser5&_uuid=fa918b10-3d15-11e8-98e1-
05bcc915b7b5&_getlastmsg=0&_getinput=false 
Method GET 
Parameter PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=
8554f0f6-69ad-419f-fed2-4f170567e920&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Parameter PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=f
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69cdab7-2309-464e-911d-cad1898ebd00&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Parameter PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php?query=query+AND+1%3D1+--+ 
Method GET 
Parameter PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_joblocked.php?_window=eeb9cac4-ab95-
44d8-b2e5-ccb1581921f9&_logon=&_submitpolicy=all 
Method GET 
Parameter PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_joblocked.php?_window=8554f0f6-69ad-
419f-fed2-4f170567e920&_logon=&_submitpolicy=all 
Method GET 
Parameter PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=
b156ec8c-c194-4259-ddf2-ecc986a61a29&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Parameter PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=
eeb9cac4-ab95-44d8-b2e5-ccb1581921f9&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Parameter PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&_window=
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956e35f7-fa3e-419c-9785-ae780ea217cb&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Parameter PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
Instances 18 
Solution Ensure that the HttpOnly flag is set for all cookies. 
Reference http://www.owasp.org/index.php/HttpOnly 
CWE Id 16 
WASC Id 13 
Source ID 3 
 
Low (Medium) Private IP Disclosure 
Description A private IP (such as 10.x.x.x, 172.x.x.x, 192.168.x.x) or an Amazon EC2 private hostname (for example, ip-
10-0-56-78) has been found in the HTTP response body. This information might be helpful for further 
attacks targeting internal systems. 
URL https://namd.jetstream-
cloud.org/namdrunner/ajax/get_results.php?tagmode=any&format=json&_window=fcf3fb3e-9c80-4f1f-afc0-
1e2b666e1726&_logon=testuser5&_uuid=712c5b20-3d15-11e8-98e1-
05bcc915b7b5&_getlastmsg=1&_getinput=true 
Method GET 
Evidence 10.0.0.8 
Instances 1 
Solution Remove the private IP address from the HTTP response body. For comments, use JSP/ASP/PHP comment 
instead of HTML/JavaScript comment which can be seen by client browsers. 
Other information 10.0.0.8 
 
Reference https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1918 
CWE Id 200 
WASC Id 13 
Source ID 3 
 
Low (Medium) Content-Type Header Missing 
Description The Content-Type header was either missing or empty. 
URL https://namd.jetstream-cloud.org/namdrunner/demo/Test_protein/1HEL/min/namd_prot_min.inp 
Method GET 
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Instances 1 
Solution Ensure each page is setting the specific and appropriate content-type value for the content being 
delivered. 
Reference http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ie/gg622941%28v=vs.85%29.aspx 
CWE Id 345 
WASC Id 12 
Source ID 3 
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Appendix K: OWASP ZAP Report of SASSIE-web on Jetstream  
 
This is the output of the OWASP ZAP scanning utility on the Jetstream instance of SASSIE-web, 
performed May 7, 2018. This was the initial scan which prompted changes to the web server 
configuration. 
 ZAP Scanning Report 
Summary of Alerts 
Risk Level Number of Alerts 
High 4 
Medium 2 
Low 6 
Informational 0 
 
Alert Detail 
High (Medium) SQL Injection 
Description SQL injection may be possible. 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_pull.php?datetime=0&_window=74bba9af-
c53b-4109-d113-57c141649846&_logon=testUser 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Requested-With 
Attack XMLHttpRequest OR 1=1 -- 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Parameter Origin 
Attack https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks OR 1=1 -- 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Parameter Referer 
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Attack https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ OR 1=1 -- 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_pull.php?datetime=0&_window=74bba9af-
c53b-4109-d113-57c141649846&_logon=testUser%27+AND+%271%27%3D%271%27+--+ 
Method GET 
Parameter _logon 
Attack testUser' AND '1'='1' -- 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Parameter _project 
Attack OR 1=1 -- 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php?query=query+AND+1%3D1+--+ 
Method POST 
Parameter query 
Attack query OR 1=1 -- 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_pull.php?datetime=0&_window=74bba9af-
c53b-4109-d113-57c141649846&_logon=testUser 
Method GET 
Parameter Referer 
Attack https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ AND 1=1 -- 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Parameter Host 
Attack sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks OR 1=1 -- 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ 
Method GET 
Parameter Upgrade-Insecure-Requests 
Attack 3-2 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_pull.php?datetime=0&_window=74bba9af-
c53b-4109-d113-57c141649846&_logon=testUser 
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Method GET 
Parameter Host 
Attack sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks OR 1=1 -- 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Parameter _uuid 
Attack 878815b0-4f0a-11e8-8db4-0113fff8ab63 OR 1=1 -- 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Parameter password 
Attack testtesttest AND 1=1 -- 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Parameter _uuid 
Attack 83b059c0-4f0a-11e8-8db4-0113fff8ab63 OR 1=1 -- 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_pull.php?datetime=0&_window=74bba9af-
c53b-4109-d113-57c141649846+AND+1%3D1+--+&_logon=testUser 
Method GET 
Parameter _window 
Attack 74bba9af-c53b-4109-d113-57c141649846 AND 1=1 -- 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Parameter User-Agent 
Attack Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/66.0.3359.139 Safari/537.36 OR 1=1 -- 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_pull.php?datetime=0&_window=74bba9af-
c53b-4109-d113-57c141649846&_logon=testUser 
Method GET 
Parameter User-Agent 
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Attack Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/66.0.3359.139 Safari/537.36 OR 1=1 -- 
Instances 16 
Solution Do not trust client side input, even if there is client side validation in place. 
In general, type check all data on the server side. 
If the application uses JDBC, use PreparedStatement or CallableStatement, with parameters passed by '?' 
If the application uses ASP, use ADO Command Objects with strong type checking and parameterized 
queries. 
If database Stored Procedures can be used, use them. 
Do *not* concatenate strings into queries in the stored procedure, or use 'exec', 'exec immediate', or 
equivalent functionality! 
Do not create dynamic SQL queries using simple string concatenation. 
Escape all data received from the client. 
Apply a 'whitelist' of allowed characters, or a 'blacklist' of disallowed characters in user input. 
Apply the principle of least privilege by using the least privileged database user possible. 
In particular, avoid using the 'sa' or 'db-owner' database users. This does not eliminate SQL injection, but 
minimizes its impact. 
Grant the minimum database access that is necessary for the application. 
Other information The page results were successfully manipulated using the boolean conditions [XMLHttpRequest AND 1=1 -- ] 
and [XMLHttpRequest OR 1=1 -- ] 
The parameter value being modified was NOT stripped from the HTML output for the purposes of the 
comparison 
Data was NOT returned for the original parameter. 
The vulnerability was detected by successfully retrieving more data than originally returned, by manipulating 
the parameter 
Reference https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Top_10_2010-A1 
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/SQL_Injection_Prevention_Cheat_Sheet 
CWE Id 89 
WASC Id 19 
Source ID 1 
 
High (Medium) Advanced SQL Injection - MySQL >= 5.0.12 AND time-based blind (SELECT) 
Description A SQL injection may be possible using the attached payload 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/build/pdbrx.php 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
User-Agent 
Attack Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:39.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/39.0) AND (SELECT * FROM 
(SELECT(SLEEP(5)))FzXs) AND (3077=3077 
Instances 1 
Solution Do not trust client side input, even if there is client side validation in place. 
In general, type check all data on the server side. 
If the application uses JDBC, use PreparedStatement or CallableStatement, with parameters passed by '?' 
If the application uses ASP, use ADO Command Objects with strong type checking and parameterized 
queries. 
If database Stored Procedures can be used, use them. 
Do *not* concatenate strings into queries in the stored procedure, or use 'exec', 'exec immediate', or 
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equivalent functionality! 
Do not create dynamic SQL queries using simple string concatenation. 
Escape all data received from the client. 
Apply a 'whitelist' of allowed characters, or a 'blacklist' of disallowed characters in user input. 
Apply the privilege of least privilege by using the least privileged database user possible. 
In particular, avoid using the 'sa' or 'db-owner' database users. This does not eliminate SQL injection, but 
minimizes its impact. 
Grant the minimum database access that is necessary for the application. 
Other information The query time is controllable using parameter value [Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:39.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/39.0) AND (SELECT * FROM (SELECT(SLEEP(5)))FzXs) AND (3077=3077], 
which caused the request to take [20,250] milliseconds, when the original unmodified query with value 
[Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:39.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/39.0] took on average [672.484] 
milliseconds. 
Reference https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Top_10_2010-A1 
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/SQL_Injection_Prevention_Cheat_Sheet 
CWE Id 89 
WASC Id 19 
Source ID 1 
 
High (Medium) Advanced SQL Injection - Oracle stacked queries (DBMS_PIPE.RECEIVE_MESSAGE - comment) 
Description A SQL injection may be possible using the attached payload 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/build/pdbrx.php 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
User-Agent 
Attack Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:39.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/39.0);SELECT 
DBMS_PIPE.RECEIVE_MESSAGE(CHR(115)||CHR(78)||CHR(110)||CHR(114),5) FROM DUAL-- 
Instances 1 
Solution Do not trust client side input, even if there is client side validation in place. 
In general, type check all data on the server side. 
If the application uses JDBC, use PreparedStatement or CallableStatement, with parameters passed by '?' 
If the application uses ASP, use ADO Command Objects with strong type checking and parameterized 
queries. 
If database Stored Procedures can be used, use them. 
Do *not* concatenate strings into queries in the stored procedure, or use 'exec', 'exec immediate', or 
equivalent functionality! 
Do not create dynamic SQL queries using simple string concatenation. 
Escape all data received from the client. 
Apply a 'whitelist' of allowed characters, or a 'blacklist' of disallowed characters in user input. 
Apply the privilege of least privilege by using the least privileged database user possible. 
In particular, avoid using the 'sa' or 'db-owner' database users. This does not eliminate SQL injection, but 
minimizes its impact. 
Grant the minimum database access that is necessary for the application. 
Other information The query time is controllable using parameter value [Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:39.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/39.0);SELECT 
DBMS_PIPE.RECEIVE_MESSAGE(CHR(115)||CHR(78)||CHR(110)||CHR(114),5) FROM DUAL--], which 
caused the request to take [20,256] milliseconds, when the original unmodified query with value [Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:39.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/39.0] took on average [672.484] milliseconds. 
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Reference https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Top_10_2010-A1 
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/SQL_Injection_Prevention_Cheat_Sheet 
CWE Id 89 
WASC Id 19 
Source ID 1 
 
High (Medium) Remote OS Command Injection 
Description Attack technique used for unauthorized execution of operating system commands. This attack is possible 
when an application accepts untrusted input to build operating system commands in an insecure manner 
involving improper data sanitization, and/or improper calling of external programs. 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/build/pdbrx.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
_uuid 
Attack 96d8fbb0-4f0a-11e8-8db4-0113fff8ab63&sleep 15& 
Instances 1 
Solution If at all possible, use library calls rather than external processes to recreate the desired functionality. 
 
Run your code in a "jail" or similar sandbox environment that enforces strict boundaries between the 
process and the operating system. This may effectively restrict which files can be accessed in a particular 
directory or which commands can be executed by your software. 
 
OS-level examples include the Unix chroot jail, AppArmor, and SELinux. In general, managed code may 
provide some protection. For example, java.io.FilePermission in the Java SecurityManager allows you to 
specify restrictions on file operations. 
This may not be a feasible solution, and it only limits the impact to the operating system; the rest of your 
application may still be subject to compromise. 
 
For any data that will be used to generate a command to be executed, keep as much of that data out of 
external control as possible. For example, in web applications, this may require storing the command 
locally in the session's state instead of sending it out to the client in a hidden form field. 
 
Use a vetted library or framework that does not allow this weakness to occur or provides constructs that 
make this weakness easier to avoid. 
 
For example, consider using the ESAPI Encoding control or a similar tool, library, or framework. These will 
help the programmer encode outputs in a manner less prone to error. 
 
If you need to use dynamically-generated query strings or commands in spite of the risk, properly quote 
arguments and escape any special characters within those arguments. The most conservative approach is 
to escape or filter all characters that do not pass an extremely strict whitelist (such as everything that is not 
alphanumeric or white space). If some special characters are still needed, such as white space, wrap each 
argument in quotes after the escaping/filtering step. Be careful of argument injection. 
 
If the program to be executed allows arguments to be specified within an input file or from standard input, 
then consider using that mode to pass arguments instead of the command line. 
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If available, use structured mechanisms that automatically enforce the separation between data and code. 
These mechanisms may be able to provide the relevant quoting, encoding, and validation automatically, 
instead of relying on the developer to provide this capability at every point where output is generated. 
 
Some languages offer multiple functions that can be used to invoke commands. Where possible, identify 
any function that invokes a command shell using a single string, and replace it with a function that requires 
individual arguments. These functions typically perform appropriate quoting and filtering of arguments. For 
example, in C, the system() function accepts a string that contains the entire command to be executed, 
whereas execl(), execve(), and others require an array of strings, one for each argument. In Windows, 
CreateProcess() only accepts one command at a time. In Perl, if system() is provided with an array of 
arguments, then it will quote each of the arguments. 
 
Assume all input is malicious. Use an "accept known good" input validation strategy, i.e., use a whitelist of 
acceptable inputs that strictly conform to specifications. Reject any input that does not strictly conform to 
specifications, or transform it into something that does. Do not rely exclusively on looking for malicious or 
malformed inputs (i.e., do not rely on a blacklist). However, blacklists can be useful for detecting potential 
attacks or determining which inputs are so malformed that they should be rejected outright. 
 
When performing input validation, consider all potentially relevant properties, including length, type of 
input, the full range of acceptable values, missing or extra inputs, syntax, consistency across related fields, 
and conformance to business rules. As an example of business rule logic, "boat" may be syntactically valid 
because it only contains alphanumeric characters, but it is not valid if you are expecting colors such as 
"red" or "blue." 
 
When constructing OS command strings, use stringent whitelists that limit the character set based on the 
expected value of the parameter in the request. This will indirectly limit the scope of an attack, but this 
technique is less important than proper output encoding and escaping. 
 
Note that proper output encoding, escaping, and quoting is the most effective solution for preventing OS 
command injection, although input validation may provide some defense-in-depth. This is because it 
effectively limits what will appear in output. Input validation will not always prevent OS command injection, 
especially if you are required to support free-form text fields that could contain arbitrary characters. For 
example, when invoking a mail program, you might need to allow the subject field to contain otherwise-
dangerous inputs like ";" and ">" characters, which would need to be escaped or otherwise handled. In this 
case, stripping the character might reduce the risk of OS command injection, but it would produce incorrect 
behavior because the subject field would not be recorded as the user intended. This might seem to be a 
minor inconvenience, but it could be more important when the program relies on well-structured subject 
lines in order to pass messages to other components. 
 
Even if you make a mistake in your validation (such as forgetting one out of 100 input fields), appropriate 
encoding is still likely to protect you from injection-based attacks. As long as it is not done in isolation, input 
validation is still a useful technique, since it may significantly reduce your attack surface, allow you to 
detect some attacks, and provide other security benefits that proper encoding does not address. 
Reference http://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/78.html 
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Command_Injection 
CWE Id 78 
WASC Id 31 
Source ID 1 
 
Medium (Medium) X-Frame-Options Header Not Set 
Description X-Frame-Options header is not included in the HTTP response to protect against 'ClickJacking' attacks. 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/etc/sys_file_manager.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+
%2B+this.id+%2B+%27&compression=tar 
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Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/build.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/build/pdbscan.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_login.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B+this.id+
%2B+%27&forgotpassword=on&password=ZAP&userid=ZAP 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/docs/ 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_captcha.php?_window=74bba9af-c53b-
4109-d113-57c141649846 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_captcha_verify.php?_window=74bba9af-c53b-4109-
d113-57c141649846&captcha=qq78vw&id=QtTZAZkACASxiCawWZsDIUKMWgM%3D 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_login.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/build/pdbrx.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
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URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_job_manager.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_jobs.php?_window=74bba9af-c53b-
4109-d113-57c141649846 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_login.html?status 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_login.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B+this.id+
%2B+%27&forgotpassword=on&password=ZAP&status&userid=ZAP 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_register.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B+this.
id+%2B+%27&email=foo-bar%40example.com&email2=foo-
bar%40example.com&password1=ZAP&password2=ZAP&status&userid=ZAP 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_user_config.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_register.html?status 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_register.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B+this.
id+%2B+%27&email=foo-bar%40example.com&email2=foo-
bar%40example.com&password1=ZAP&password2=ZAP&userid=ZAP 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
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URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_job_manager.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B
+this.id+%2B+%27&action=refresh&messages 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_user_config.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B+
this.id+%2B+%27&changeemail=on&changepassword=on&colorbg=%23ffffff&colortext=%23ffffff&email1=f
oo-bar%40example.com&email2=foo-
bar%40example.com&newproject=on&newprojectdesc&newprojectname=ZAP&newxsedeproject=on&new
xsedeprojectid=ZAP&password=ZAP&password1=ZAP&password2=ZAP&projectshare=on&status&updat
ecolors=on&visible=on 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Frame-Options 
Instances 31 
Solution Most modern Web browsers support the X-Frame-Options HTTP header. Ensure it's set on all web pages 
returned by your site (if you expect the page to be framed only by pages on your server (e.g. it's part of a 
FRAMESET) then you'll want to use SAMEORIGIN, otherwise if you never expect the page to be framed, 
you should use DENY. ALLOW-FROM allows specific websites to frame the web page in supported web 
browsers). 
Reference http://blogs.msdn.com/b/ieinternals/archive/2010/03/30/combating-clickjacking-with-x-frame-options.aspx 
CWE Id 16 
WASC Id 15 
Source ID 3 
 
Medium (Medium) Application Error Disclosure 
Description This page contains an error/warning message that may disclose sensitive information like the location of 
the file that produced the unhandled exception. This information can be used to launch further attacks 
against the web application. The alert could be a false positive if the error message is found inside a 
documentation page. 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/wss2 
Method GET 
Evidence internal error 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/js/genapp.js 
Method GET 
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Evidence internal error 
Instances 2 
Solution Review the source code of this page. Implement custom error pages. Consider implementing a mechanism 
to provide a unique error reference/identifier to the client (browser) while logging the details on the server 
side and not exposing them to the user. 
Reference  
CWE Id 200 
WASC Id 13 
Source ID 3 
 
Low (Medium) Web Browser XSS Protection Not Enabled 
Description Web Browser XSS Protection is not enabled, or is disabled by the configuration of the 'X-XSS-Protection' 
HTTP response header on the web server 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_login.html?status 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/training/main.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_captcha_verify.php?_window=74bba9af-c53b-4109-
d113-57c141649846&captcha=qq78vw&id=QtTZAZkACASxiCawWZsDIUKMWgM%3D 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/build.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_login.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B+this.id+
%2B+%27&forgotpassword=on&password=ZAP&userid=ZAP 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/build/pdbrx.html 
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Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/.svn/wc.db 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/.svn/wc.db 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/.svn/entries 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sitemap.xml 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/css/.svn/entries 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/ 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_user_config.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B+
this.id+%2B+%27&changeemail=on&changepassword=on&colorbg=%23ffffff&colortext=%23ffffff&email1=f
oo-bar%40example.com&email2=foo-
bar%40example.com&newproject=on&newprojectdesc&newprojectname=ZAP&newxsedeproject=on&new
xsedeprojectid=ZAP&password=ZAP&password1=ZAP&password2=ZAP&projectshare=on&updatecolors
=on&visible=on 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/js/.git/index 
Method GET 
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Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/.svn/entries 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/.git/index 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/.svn/entries 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/favicon.ico 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/.git/index 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/etc/.svn/entries 
Method GET 
Parameter X-XSS-Protection 
Instances 73 
Solution Ensure that the web browser's XSS filter is enabled, by setting the X-XSS-Protection HTTP response 
header to '1'. 
Other information The X-XSS-Protection HTTP response header allows the web server to enable or disable the web 
browser's XSS protection mechanism. The following values would attempt to enable it: 
X-XSS-Protection: 1; mode=block 
X-XSS-Protection: 1; report=http://www.example.com/xss 
The following values would disable it: 
X-XSS-Protection: 0 
The X-XSS-Protection HTTP response header is currently supported on Internet Explorer, Chrome and 
Safari (WebKit). 
Note that this alert is only raised if the response body could potentially contain an XSS payload (with a 
text-based content type, with a non-zero length). 
Reference https://www.owasp.org/index.php/XSS_(Cross_Site_Scripting)_Prevention_Cheat_Sheet 
https://blog.veracode.com/2014/03/guidelines-for-setting-security-headers/ 
CWE Id 933 
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WASC Id 14 
Source ID 3 
 
Low (Medium) X-Content-Type-Options Header Missing 
Description The Anti-MIME-Sniffing header X-Content-Type-Options was not set to 'nosniff'. This allows older versions 
of Internet Explorer and Chrome to perform MIME-sniffing on the response body, potentially causing the 
response body to be interpreted and displayed as a content type other than the declared content type. 
Current (early 2014) and legacy versions of Firefox will use the declared content type (if one is set), rather 
than performing MIME-sniffing. 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_jobs.php?_window=74bba9af-c53b-
4109-d113-57c141649846 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/css/spectrum.min.css 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_files.php?_window=74bba9af-c53b-
4109-d113-57c141649846&_spec=fc_cache&_spec_dir= 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/build/pdbrx.php 
Method POST 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/docs/ 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_captcha.php?_window=74bba9af-c53b-
4109-d113-57c141649846 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/build/pdbrx.php 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
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URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json
&_window=7ce60073-3f3b-4d9c-986a-0595104a2f09&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/build/pdbrx.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B+this.i
d+%2B+%27&advanced_input=on&header_editor_box=on&pdbfile=test_file.txt&runname=run_0 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/build/pdbscan.html 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/get_results.php?tagmode=any&format=json&_window=74bba9af-
c53b-4109-d113-57c141649846&_logon=testUser&_uuid=96d8fbb0-4f0a-11e8-8db4-
0113fff8ab63&_getlastmsg=0&_getinput=false 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/etc/sys_file_manager.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+
%2B+this.id+%2B+%27&compression=tar 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_login.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B+this.id+
%2B+%27&forgotpassword=on&password=ZAP&userid=ZAP 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/favicon.ico 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/js/genapp.js 
Method GET 
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Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_job_manager.html?messages 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json
&_window=74bba9af-c53b-4109-d113-57c141649846&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_captcha_verify.php?_window=74bba9af-c53b-4109-
d113-57c141649846&captcha=qq78vw&id=QtTZAZkACASxiCawWZsDIUKMWgM%3D 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_pull.php?datetime=0&_window=74bba9af-c53b-4109-
d113-57c141649846&_logon=testUser 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_joblocked.php?_window=74bba9af-
c53b-4109-d113-57c141649846&_logon=&_submitpolicy=all 
Method GET 
Parameter X-Content-Type-Options 
Instances 53 
Solution Ensure that the application/web server sets the Content-Type header appropriately, and that it sets the X-
Content-Type-Options header to 'nosniff' for all web pages. 
If possible, ensure that the end user uses a standards-compliant and modern web browser that does not 
perform MIME-sniffing at all, or that can be directed by the web application/web server to not perform 
MIME-sniffing. 
Other information This issue still applies to error type pages (401, 403, 500, etc) as those pages are often still affected by 
injection issues, in which case there is still concern for browsers sniffing pages away from their actual 
content type. 
At "High" threshold this scanner will not alert on client or server error responses. 
Reference http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ie/gg622941%28v=vs.85%29.aspx 
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/List_of_useful_HTTP_headers 
CWE Id 16 
WASC Id 15 
Source ID 3 
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Low (Medium) Incomplete or No Cache-control and Pragma HTTP Header Set 
Description The cache-control and pragma HTTP header have not been set properly or are missing allowing the 
browser and proxies to cache content. 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_register.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B+this.i
d+%2B+%27&email=foo-bar%40example.com&email2=foo-
bar%40example.com&password1=ZAP&password2=ZAP&status&userid=ZAP 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/build/pdbrx.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B+this.i
d+%2B+%27&advanced_input=on&header_editor_box=on&pdbfile=test_file.txt&runname=run_0 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_uid.php?_=1525376655398 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/docs/ 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_job_manager.html?messages 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/css/ga.css 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_captcha.php?_window=74bba9af-c53b-
4109-d113-57c141649846 
Method GET 
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Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/build/pdbscan.html 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/etc/sys_file_manager.html 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_uid.php?_=1525378904774 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/css/spectrum.min.css 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_uid.php?_=1525378903335 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_job_manager.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B
+this.id+%2B+%27&action=refresh 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/build/pdbscan.html?%27+%2B+v+%2B+%27%5B%5D=%27+%2B+th
is.id+%2B+%27&refpdb=test_file.txt&runname=run_0 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
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URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/css/jstree.min.css 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_login.html 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_user_config.html 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_user_config.html?status 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/build/pdbrx.html 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/etc/sys_job_manager.html 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
Cache-Control 
Instances 33 
Solution Whenever possible ensure the cache-control HTTP header is set with no-cache, no-store, must-revalidate; 
and that the pragma HTTP header is set with no-cache. 
Reference https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Session_Management_Cheat_Sheet#Web_Content_Caching 
CWE Id 525 
WASC Id 13 
Source ID 3 
 
Low (Medium) Content-Type Header Missing 
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Description The Content-Type header was either missing or empty. 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/wss2 
Method GET 
Instances 1 
Solution Ensure each page is setting the specific and appropriate content-type value for the content being delivered. 
Reference http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ie/gg622941%28v=vs.85%29.aspx 
CWE Id 345 
WASC Id 12 
Source ID 3 
 
Low (Medium) Cookie No HttpOnly Flag 
Description A cookie has been set without the HttpOnly flag, which means that the cookie can be accessed by 
JavaScript. If a malicious script can be run on this page then the cookie will be accessible and can be 
transmitted to another site. If this is a session cookie then session hijacking may be possible. 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json
&_window=74bba9af-c53b-4109-d113-57c141649846&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/build/pdbrx.php 
Method GET 
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Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json
&_window=7ce60073-3f3b-4d9c-986a-0595104a2f09&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/get_results.php?tagmode=any&format=json&_window=74bba9af-
c53b-4109-d113-57c141649846&_logon=testUser&_uuid=96d8fbb0-4f0a-11e8-8db4-
0113fff8ab63&_getlastmsg=0&_getinput=false 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
Instances 6 
Solution Ensure that the HttpOnly flag is set for all cookies. 
Reference http://www.owasp.org/index.php/HttpOnly 
CWE Id 16 
WASC Id 13 
Source ID 3 
 
Low (Medium) Cookie Without Secure Flag 
Description A cookie has been set without the secure flag, which means that the cookie can be accessed via 
unencrypted connections. 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&
_window=74bba9af-c53b-4109-d113-57c141649846&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
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Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_login.php 
Method POST 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://sassie-jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/build/pdbrx.php 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/get_results.php?tagmode=any&format=json&_window=74bba9af-
c53b-4109-d113-57c141649846&_logon=testUser&_uuid=96d8fbb0-4f0a-11e8-8db4-
0113fff8ab63&_getlastmsg=0&_getinput=false 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
URL https://sassie-
jetstream.genapp.rocks/sassie2/ajax/sys_config/sys_status.php?tags=_logon&tagmode=any&format=json&
_window=7ce60073-3f3b-4d9c-986a-0595104a2f09&_groups=1 
Method GET 
Paramete
r 
PHPSESSID 
Evidence Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID 
Instances 6 
Solution Whenever a cookie contains sensitive information or is a session token, then it should always be passed 
using an encrypted channel. Ensure that the secure flag is set for cookies containing such sensitive 
information. 
Reference http://www.owasp.org/index.php/Testing_for_cookies_attributes_(OWASP-SM-002) 
CWE Id 614 
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WASC Id 13 
Source ID 3 
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Appendix L: Qualys Scan of SASSIE-web on Jetstream Before Configuration Update 
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